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iSYNOPSIS
It is commonly assumed in the application of many models of
catchment behaviour that -catcbmentra.infall is uniformly distributed
'over a catchment. This study examines the effects of non:-uniform
'spatially distributed rainfall on theapplibation of the unit hydro-
graph theory. A simple distributed linear catchment model is 'used to
simulate therespQnse of a catchment to stationa.ry andmovi~g storms
Bind three different unit hydrograpb derivation techniques ha.ve been
applied -to the responses obtained.
The m£ldel' responses demonstrate that 'spatial distributiGm of
rainfall-can produce effects which might be mistakenly used as evidenc~
of non~linear catchment behaviour. The unit hydrograph deTivation
techniques were least successful for slow moving storms and large
catchments. Overall the gamma d'istribution method resulted in the best
estimates of the unit hydrographs. However the least squares techl1ique
achieved the best resul tsfor stationary storms. The 'spatial1ydi's-
tributed rainfall resulted in thederiva~i0n ofcmarkedly different
unit hydrographsfor different s'torms 'on the same catchment,. An exam--
ination -oftheJ.ulnpe'd representation of distributed rainfalLshowed
that an al ternativeto the cBitchment mean rainfall could allow'signif-
icant improvements in the application of the unit hydrograph theory
for the case of moving storms.
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1CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1,1 STATEMENT OF O~ECTIVE
I'One of the rnaJ,or problems in applied hydrology involves the
prediction or estimation of the catchment response to a measured or a
design rainfall by using a model of catchment behaviour. In order to
provide flood warning information it is necessary to be able to pre-
dict the timing and magnitude of the flood peak resulting from a
measured rainfall. The design of river control or water resource
development works often requires the estimation of the flooo which
would result from a chosen design storm. In both situations one of the
most commonly used techniques of flood estimation involves the applica-
tion of the unit hydrograph theory. This technique, like several more
complex procedures p uses a lumped rainfall to represent the actual
rainfall experienced .by the catchment.
The limitations of the unit hydrograph theory as a technique for
reproducing the rainfall-runoff relationship have been demonstrated many
times and modifications to the theory have been proposed which attempt
t,o improve the performance of the method; However, little 'attention
has been given to the effects that the spatial distribution of rainfall
has on catchment response. For this reason, there is li~tle knowledge
of the extent to which the observed limitations of unit hydrograph
theory are accounted for by the use of a lumped rainfall to ,represent,
2a rainfall that is generally distrip~ted in space,
The objective of this study is to demonstrate the effects of
s~~tially distributed rainfall on the response of a linear catchment
model and to determine to what extent spatially distributed rainfall
can complicate the application of unit hydrograph theory in practice,
, "
1.2 SCOPE OF INVESTIGArION
A simple linear catchment model which uses more than one lumped
rainfall input is used to simulate the effects of spatially distributed
rainfall· on catchment response, The catchment model operates on a
rainfall input analogous to the exce~s rai~fall component of the total
rainfall input, to produce a runoff output analogous to the direct
runoff component of the total catchment output, Since all the model
operations are linear)the basic propositions of the unit hydrograph
theory are realised and the effects of spatially distributed rainfall on
the response of the model are isolated,
Stationary storms with spatially non-uniform characteristics
and moving storms of constant intensity are represented by the model
input, The simulated outflow is used to calculate( unit hydrographs by
.
three different methods and these derived unit hydrographs demonstrate
the difficulty encountered in applying the unit hydrograph theory to
catchment outflows resulting from spatially distributed rainfalL
The catchment model is also used to examine the dependence of
catchment response on the velocityv areal extent, and the location of
the storm rainfall, No attempt is made to model an actual catchment,
Rather it is intended to postulate a catchment model which allows tne
representation of rainfall which is distributed in space and alsosatis-
fies the propositions of the unit hydrograph theory,
31.3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1.3.1 Systems Approach to Unit Hydrograph Theory
The assumptions and propositions of unit hydrograph theory have
been presented many times (Chow 1964). Since the theory was first
presented the methods of systems analysis have been used to describe
the component processes of the hydrologic cycle. In particular the
application of the systems approach to the runoff process has encouraged
the use of convenient techniques and terminology for the study of catch-
ment response. It is useful,in the context of this study, to restate
the unit hydrograph theory in the terminology associated with systems
analysis.
The unit hydrograph the0ry was originally 'defined (Sherman 1932)
as the hydrograph of direct runoff that would result at a given point in
a stream from unit rainfall excess occurring uniformly over the supply-
ing catchment in unit time. Sherman's unit hydrograph theory, which
was substantially based on the Report of the Boston Committee on Floods
(1930), postulates that, for a particular storm duration, the period of
direct runoff is approximately constant for a given point on a stream;
that the peak rate of direct runoff tends to vary directly with the
total volume of direct runoff; and recommends that the unit hy~~ograph
be based on a rainfall of high intensity with uniform depth over the
entire catchment and with a duration less than the time of concentration
of the catchment.
A variety of measures of catchment response time have been pro-
posed and time 6f concentration has been defined in several different
ways. It is usually taken to be the time required for a particle of
water from the most remote part of the catchment to reach the outlet and
it is of particular interest because radioactive tracing techniques
4allow it9 direct measurement,
At the time that the unit hydrograph theory was originally-pro-
posed only t~o components of runpff had been identified. These were the
"base-fl9w" which is the flow ifrom ground~~t:er storage i3t'nd the "direct
runoff" or "surface runoff" which is the component·of the total flow
remaining after the base-flow has been subtracted, The rainfall excess
was taken to be that portion of the total rainfall which appears as
direct runoff, The separation of the total flow into the components of
base flow and direct runoff has remained a SUbstantially SUbjective or
empirical procedure and similarly the separation of the totalraihfall
into rainfall excess and rainfall loss can only be achieved in an
approximate way,
Barnes (1939, 1942) introduced a third component of flow which
he named "inter:fHow" and which he considered to be neither of ground-
water nor surface origin, Most applications of unit hydrograph theory
have included the interflow component with surface runoff and the com-
bined flow has often been named direct runoff, It is this direct run-
off which is generally used to calculate the catchment unit hydi'ograph.
Though physical considerations support the three component representa-
tion of runoff the systems approach encourages the use of a convenient
alternative two component description.
A runoff concept described by Betson (1964) postulates that only
a relatively small proportion of the total catchment area contributes
! .' " ~" ~;
to the direct runoff, Betson found that the percentage of the total
area contributing varied from a mean value of 4.6% on one pasture-
covered catchment to a mean value of 85.8% on a catchment denuded of
vegetation, Other researchers have anfirmed that the contributing
area can vary considerably (Zavodchikov,19651 Dickinson and Whiteley,
51970). The introduction of this concept of a partial area contribut-
ing to direct rlJnoff lends slfPport to a revised approach to the $epar-
ation of total runoff, It is convenient to avoid the complexities
encountered in any attem~t to separate runoff into components py
physical consider~tions by using the concfPt of prompt runoff and
delayed runoff. The prompt runoff component is that part of the run-
off rthich originates from the partial contributing area and rtill con-I ,
!
sist of surfage runoff and interflow while the de],ayed runoff compon-
ent will be derived largely from rainfall· falling outside the partial
,
contributing area and will consist of interflow and base-flow, It seems
,
likely that surface runoff does not occur to any significant extent on
I'
the area outside the area that contributes to d:,irect runoff. F~gure
\
101 illustrates this'conoept of the nature of the total runoff,
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!~IGUR~ 1,1: COMPONENTS OF RUNOFF
6The propositions of the unit hydrograph theory have been re-
stated (Nash 1958) in systems terminology. Nash postulated that the
catchment acts as a linear time-invariant system in transforming rai'1-
fall excess into direct runoff and that the }_nstantaneous unit hydr')-
graph is the unit impul;3e response of the system. In systems terminol-
ogy, the response of a system to one very short periOLi of input 'Jf unit
volume is known as the unit impul se response and thus the ins·tantaneous
unit hydrograph is the hydrograph of direct runoff that would result from
a rainfall excess of unit volume falling in an infinitesimally short
period of time (the term 'unit hydrograph' will be used to THfer to a
finite period unit hydrograph). Dooge' (1968) has given a definition ·of
a system which can be briefly rephrased asbei.ng "any structure, device,
scheme, or procedure, rea"l or abstract, that interrelates' in' a given
time reference an input or stimulus and an outp:lt or r.esponse." The
input-out~lt relationship of a system may be represented mathematically
by an expression of the fo:r.m
yet) (1, 1)
where yet) is the system output
x(t) 18 the system input
and q, is the system. transfer function.
For a linear time-invariant system the above expression, can be rewritten
-
as co
yet) !X(T)h(t-T )dT
-co
(1.2)
where h(t) is the unit impulse response of the system.
The nature of the relatio::1ship expressed by Equation (1.2) is spawn
in Figure 1.2. The input during a short period dT at t ilne'T will. produce
an output at time t equal to t.he input in ti1e perio:l dT mul {lplbd by
tJ:1"~ ordinate of the unit impul:se response at tirn8 t-T.
'(
T
,
, ~,
xCr)
Input x(t)
Unit Impulse
Response hCt)
"I ~,
y(t)
Output. y(t)
Figure 1.2
8:rstem Input, Outrut and UnIt Iepulse r:osponse.
(1. 4)
8
Thus the instantaneous unit hydrograph can be seen to be the transfer
function 'of the catchment system. Since the catchment system isa causal
one the upper limit of integration can be reduced to t ,. and for the case
of an isolated input the lower limit can be set to zero. Making these
adjustments Equation (1.2) becomes
y(t) =ft x.(t)h(t- T) dT
o
which can be rewritten in the discrete form most useful in hydrology as
'r=t
Q(t) =L: f(T).U(t-T)
T=o
where U(t) is the finite period unit hydrographand the input
f(t) and output Q(t) are expressed in discrete form~ The conversion
from the instantaneous unit hydrograph to the finite D-period unit hydro-
graph is achieved by superposition so that
t .
U(D,t) = ~f h(t).dt
t-D
Equation (1.4) is simply the discrete form of the convolution
operation and using vector notation can be simply expressed as
Q = f*U .(1; 6)
The problem of determining the form ofU from records of input
and output is called the ideDtification problem and there are several
techniques available for the derivation of the unit impulse response of
.a linear system.
In practice I application of the unit hydrograph theory requires
the separation of the direct runoff component of the total outflow and
separation of the rainfall excess component of the total storm rainfa.l.l,
It also requires the representation of the actual areal pattern of excess
rainfall by an average catchment rainfall which is lumped in the sense
that it is not a function of position~Figure 1. 3 illustrates the steps
that are involved in the derivation of a unit hydrograph from rainfall
and runoff data-:
Gross Stream
Rainfall Flow
" \
Separation Separation
of of
Losses Base Flow
Identification
by
Excess
-
Analysis
-
Direct
Rainfall - -or Runoff
Synthesis
III
,
,
Unit
Hydrograph
FIGURE 1.3 g .IDENTIFICATION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPH
If the concepts of rainfall excess and direct runoff are accepted as
I
having some validity then it can be seen that if unit hy~rographs cal-
culated for the same catchment are different then tpese differences will
be due to one or more of the following factors:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
and (5)
Errors in the measurement of rainfall and runoff
Errors in the sel'aration procedures
Non-linearity of catchment response
Variation of catchment response in time
Inadequacy of the lumped representation of rainfall.
1Q!
1,3.2 The Nature of Catchment Response
"
There is little doubt, despite the popularity of the unit hydro-
graph theory, that catchment response is not truly linear p nor time-
invariant. Wooding (1965) has theoretically demonstrated the essential
non-linearity of the processes governing catchment response. Amorocho
(f963) has also convincingly argued that tqeassumptions made by the
unit hydrograph theory are very stringent -requirements for a hydrologic
system to satisfyp and he has shown by ex.periment with laboratory scale
catchments that linear theory is inadequate to describe the response of
catchments of that scaleo Even though the nature of the proceSses in-
valved in the conversion of rainfall into runoff are non-linear the unit
hydrograph remains the most popular method for analysing the rainfall-
runoff relationship p and some researchers have noted that the results
obtained using the assumptions of linearity compare favourably with the
results achieved using more complex and more sophisticated models of
catchment behaviour. Laurenson (1962) developed a procedure for routing
rainfall excess through catchment storage to obtain a hydrograph of
surface runoff o The model took account of the temporal-and spatial
\ ,
variability of rainfall intensity and also provided for catchment stor-
age being distributed and non-linearo He found. that the unit hydrograph
method gave results that compared :very favourably with the results
obtained using the more sophisticated ~echniqueo
.-
The alternative to models of the type developed by Laurenson
involve extension of the concept of the unit hydrograph to include the
non-linear response terms in the system transfer functio~o These se-
called quasi-linear methods achieve this by relating parameters of the
unit impulse response to some measure of the nature of the input.
McSparran (1968) analysed unit hydrogr~phs obtained for 26 Pennsylvania
catchments ranging in size from 2.4 s\o miles to 210 sqo miles, and
!
developed a quasi-linear model by cOITelating the parameters of ~~h's
i(l
model (Nash p 1957) of the unit hydrograph with the intensity and
quantity of rainfall. McSparran discovered, as other researchers have,
that the quasi-linear model was not as good as the linear model and
concluded that factors other than the rainfall were responsible for the
variability of calculated unit hydrographs o It is interesting to note
that he listed direction of storm movement as a possible factor in the
failure of the quasi-linear model, thus recognising the inadequacy of
the lumped representation of the catchment rainfall o
The alternative approach to this form of non-linear analysis in-
volves a general non-linear analysis of the nature described by Amorocho
(1967). One of the solutions to the non-linear analysis Jlroble·m that he
proposed was based on complex cascade network approximations'unde~the
assumption of approximate time-invariance. The complexity of this type
of analysis remains a considerable deterrent to its practical application.
The most convincing demonstrations of non-linear effects have
been obtained by those researchers investigating laboratory scale
hydI'aulic models. Investigation of natural catchments has yielded less
posi tive proof of the non-lineaY'ity of ru.noff and in fact some investiga-
·Uons have lent suppoy·t to the validity of linear analysis. Pilgrim
(1966) used radioactive tracing techniques to measure the time of concen-
tration on a 96 acre natural catchment. Pilgrim's measurements showed
clearly the non-linear nature of runoff. At low discharges the process
was grossly non-linear but at higher discharges linear behaviour was
more closely approximated. In the range of discharges normally consid-
ered as flood hydrographs the time of concentration was observed to
remain virtually constant.
Though the theoretical validity of the assumptions made in the
application of linear analysis of the rainfali-runoff relationship have
12
been subjected to serious criticism, the alternative non-linear treat-
ments have either been less successful or have been too complex for
general use, Significant extensions of linear theory are possible with-
out introducing complexities of the order associated with the more
general non-linear analysis, The simplicity of linear analysis warrants
emphasis being given to development of improved linear models before
abandoning their application to alternative t~qhniques, One important
way in which the unit hydrograph theory may be extended is in the treat-
ment of the distribution of rainfall excess, The importance of the dis-
tributed nature of catchment response 'has recently gained increasing
recognition and this has led to the development of a wide range of
distributed catchment models o
1,3,3 'Distributed,Datc~mentModels
Recognition of the significance of spatially distributed rainfall
has encouraged the development of catchment models that allow the repres-
entation of the areal and temporal pattern of rainfalL Such models can
be divided into three different types, These are
(i)
(ii )
an d (iii)
Multiple Lumped-Input Models
Mpp.ified Response Function Models
\
Hydr~ulic Models
The first type of model, of which Laurenson's model is an example,
is theIJ10st popular and the most flexible in the application to complex
rainfall patterns, As the name suggests multiple lumped-input models
---
involve the use of several catchment sub-area elements which are linked
together to form a network representing the structure of the catchment
being modelled o Maddaus (1969) developed a quasi-linear model of direct
runoff which consisted of cascades of linear reservoirs connected by
linear channels o The model parameters were fitted to a formulation of
13
the kinematic wave theory and the derived catchment impulse response
function was con strained to be input-dependent. Sepa,rate models of
overland flow and stream flow allowed the consideration of spatially
distributed rainfall. This investigation of the sensitivity of the
-
catchment to distributed rainfall showed that the kinematic wave method
failed to provide realistic hydrograph dispersion when applied to
stream flow or flood routing problems. The study underlined the fact
that little is known about the sensitivity of catchment behaviour to
spatially distributed rainfall. Maddaus pointed out that such knowledge
is of value for at least two reasons. It is important to know -when a
simple two-dimensional geometric model ef the catchment is adequate
and it would also be valuable to know how much research effort should
be expended on the understanding of the internal mechanics of storms.
Bravo, et al (1978) has developed a distributed linear model of direct
catchment runoff which allows the simulation of complex drainage areas
by a network of overland flow and stream flow elements in which the one-
dimensional equations for unsteady flow in a channel are assumed to
apply. Theugh the emphasis in this stUdy was on the spatial distribu-
tion of the catchment characteristics the form of the model allows the
representatien of spatially variable ·rainfall by providing separate
rainfall inputs to each of tl;1e overla'flid flow elements o Of particula:r
interest in this study is the general linear solution to the floed
routing problem which takes the form ef a unit impulse response' functiQn
of channel response. This type of approach to the f'lood rou tiug problem
has been adopted in t,hepresent studyo
The second type of distributed catchment model involves the use
'of a catchment transfer function that takes into accouht the effects of
any spaHal variability of rainfalL An example ef this type ef medel
1.4
is the general theory of Lhe unit hydrograph developE::d by Dooge (1959)
which results in an expression for the instantaneous unit hyqrograph,
One of the terms in this expression is based on a dimensionless time-
area-concentration curve adjusted for variation in rainfall intensity,
Though this factor allows the representation of non-uniformly distributed
rainfall iT, does not allow the representation of the distribution chang-
ing with time, In addition, though the :rainfall need not have the same
pattern from storm to storm, a considerable amount of effort is in-
volved in the representation of different patterns of rainfall, Singh
(1964) has developed a non-linear instantaneous unit hydrograph theory
which shares the same restrictions in dealing with temporal changes in
the rainfall distribution as Dooge's theoryo
The Dooge and Singh theories have some similarity with the dis-
,
tributed catchment models in that they involve the use of multiple
storage units to repr8sent -the catchment channel routing, However,
these two theories are distinctfromth8 distributed catchment models in
that they establish a single catchment response fun,etion which only
represents one particular pattern of rainfall distribution, The appli-
-cation of 8ither theory would become very tedious if many different
patterns ot rainfall distribution were involvedo Neither theory allews
therepresentatiol1 of changes in the distribution of :cainfall during a
storm with time"as occurs in the case of moving storms o
Hydraulic catchment models include physical models and theoret-
ical medels" The theoretical approach has generally involved the c0nsid-
eration of the differential equations of flow for an idealised model ef
the catchment divided into an overland flow segment and a channel flow
segment" 'rhough m('.lSt studies of this type have assumed uniformly dis-
tributed rainfall (Wooding p 1965), Hill (1969) has solved the differential
15
equations of overland flow for the case of' a moving storm ov~r a plane
catchment and obtained an expressiOl) fOl' the flml depth as a function of
the storm duration and catchment length o In spite of several simplify-
ing assumptions made p Hill was able to demonstrate analytically that
the effect on flow depth is greater for storms moving downstream than
for stationary or upstream-moving storms 0 More genet'al quantitative
descriptions have yet to be developedo
Physical hydraulic models of surface runoff due to moving storms
have been described by Amorocho and Orlob (1961) and Yen and Chow (1969L
Amorocho and Orlob used a 309 inch wide by 309 foot long testc~tchment
constructed of galvanised sheet metal covered by a 0 0 4 inch thick layer
of graveL The simulated rainfalls had the same dimensions as the test
catchment and hydrographs W81.·e produced by moving this rainfall area
upstrearn p downstream and for compa::cison an -equivalent stationary rain-
fall was applied, The :cesult,s showed a flatter hydrograph with a lower
peak discharge for the rainfall area moving upstream than for the one
moving downstream, 'They a~so shoHed that the peak discharge for the
., .
st.ationary rainfall was approximately equal to the upstream moving case o
Yen and Chow used a square' catchmerrL area (32 feet x 32 feet)
constructed of watel'proofed masoniteboardo Wood strips were tacked to
the :sllrface to produce areas of lateral fl~vl moving towards a 4 feat
wide central longitudinal chanrlel section 0 A range of storm :.veloelties,
intensities and catchment slopes were studied using a rainfall area of
the same dimensions as the catchment area, The results obtainEJd dem0n-
strated the importance of the movement of the storm on the characteris-
tics of the sUl~ace runoff hydrograph, YBn and Chow concluded that the
time dist:dbution of su:r:face nUlof'f varied with storm veloci ty ~ -ehat the
peak discharge decreased as storm velocity increased and that g with few
exceptions p the equivalent st.ationary storms produced more critical
runof,f -peakstbanthe .upstream or downstream mov.ingstorms. This final
conclusion is in contrast with the results obtained by Amorocho and
Grlob. Yen and Chow suggest-that the ,difference may be the result of the
different surface-materials used in the two studies. A composite type
of catchment model developed by Takahasi (1971) uses distributed inputs
in conjunction with a hydraulic runoff model in which the runoff phenBm-
enaare approximated as unsteady flow in open channels with lateral in-
flow. Takahasi has performed a series of experiments using this the~ret~
" ~
ical hyd~aulic model in which the principal objective has been to ~tudy
-
the effects of rainfall characteristics on catchment response. Takahasi
found that the movement of storms had a significant effect on the result-
ant flood hydrograph. When comparing the response of the catchment model
to storms of different velocities and direction it was demonstrated that
when storm velocity is low and the storm moves downstream the peak-
discharge rate is higher and the peak arrival time ,is earlier than when
it moves upstream. In cases where the storm velocity is high it ~as
shown that the direction of storm movement has less effect. The effect
of an equivalent stationary storm was not considered. However, the
technique was applied with fairly £ood results to model the response of
the Kanna River Basin which, like many Japanese catc:hments, experiences
local, intense moving storms.
The three types of distributed catchment models discussed above
illustrate the effect of spatial distribution on catchment response.
With few exceptions they give a consistent description of the effects
, . .
of moving storms.
1.4 METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The procedure used in this investigation to examine the effects
of spatially distributed rainfall on the application of the unit hydro-
graph theory is outlined by the flow chart in Figure 1.4.
Parameters representing the catchment are chosen and these allow
the computation of the true unit hydrograph. The catchment model is
used to simulate a direct runoff record from a chosen pattern of rain-
,'" ,.~'~J r ':" T,~
fall excess. A single lumped'input and the actual output are then used
tel, derive a unit hydrograph by three different technique.s. The single
lumped representation of the distributed rainfall can be determined in
a number of different ways. The calculated unit hydrograph is then com-
pared wi th the "true" unit hydrograph. A comparison is also m,ac;le
between the "actual" direct runoff and the runoff reproduced when the
calculated unit hydrograph is convolved with the calculated lumped rE!-in-:-
fall.
This procedure allows the investigation of the folloli:in g effects:
(1) The effects of diffeJ::.ent patterns of rainfall distribution
including the effects of storm velocity and"direction on the" catchment
response and the unit .hydrograph iden'tlfication procedures.
(2) The effectiveness of different techniqu!=ls,of unn hydro-
graph derivation :in dealing with the runoff resulting from spatially
distributed rainfall.
and (3) The effects on the unit hydrograph derivation procedures
of different methods of deriving the single lumped representation of
the storm. rainfall.
SELECT CATCHMENT
. MODEL SUB -AREA
PARAMETERS.
,Ir
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FI~URE 1.4: FLOWCHART OF METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
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CHAPTER TWO
THE DISTRIBUTED L+NEAR~CATCHMENT MODEL
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to be able to examine the way in which spatial distrib-~"
ution of storm rainfall affects the application of unit hydrograph
theory it is necessary to postulate a catchment model that allows the
representation of rainfall that is non-uniformly distributed in space
and at the same time acts as a linear, time-invariant system in trans-
forming the catchrrent input (rainfall) into catchment output (runoff).
The model developed for this purpose resembles in some respects the
type of multiple, lumped-input models described in the previous section.
A catchment sub-area element which can be characterised by two distinct
response functions has been chosen as the basic building block of the
catchment model. The sub-area element, illustrated in Figure 2.1 in
schematic form, has two inputs that are responded to in distinctly
different ~ays. The first input to the element is the rainfall input
. -
which is a lumped representation of therairifall pattern and the second
input 'is the channel input which enters the element from theupstrea.m
sub-area, Because the way in which the catchment sub-area responds to
these two different inputs is different the sub-area acts on the inputs
separately before the responses aresummed o
20
Rainfall Input
Output
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Upp~rChahnel Input
-
FIGURE 2 0 1: CATCHMENT MODEL SOB-AREA EtEMENT
-A linear distributed oatchment model is formed by linkin~ a number of
;
sub~area elements in series or parallel.
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF CATCHMENT MODEL
Sub-area response to rainfall input
In the context of this study it is convenient to treat the res-
-
ponse of the catchment sub-area element to the rainfall excess input by
applying the unit hydrograph theory 0 It is assumed, therefore, that
the rainfall input to the sub-area ele~ent is uniformly distribute~ and
the implications of this are considered in section 203.1. A rangeaf
t·, [".. t-'-' bot (, ~ .
catchment sizesrltill be investigated-in this study and te ~chieve this
three different unit l1ydrographs will be adopted to represent catchment
sub-areas of differentsizes o The basic form of the unit hydrographs
has been adopted from the standard dimensionless unit hydrograph tab-
ulated in the U0 So Department of' Agriculture HaEdbook of Hydrology (1957).
Figure 2.2 i..llustrates the parameters of the unit hydrograph and rainfall
hyetograph used in the UoSoDoAo Handbook. The standard dimensionless
21
unit hydrograph is based on the re:j..ationship
time from centroid of excess rain to runoff peak
Qp
where Qp
A
D
anq. TL
484A
peak discharge of unit hydrog+aph in cusecs
catchment area" in square miles
duration Qf rainfall excess in hours
(2.1)
in hours.
The time to the unit hydrograph peak in hours (Tp ) is equal~to the
denominator of the expression in Equation (2.1). For the particular
dimensionles$ unit hydrograph adopted the time baee of the unit hydro-
graph in hours (Tb ) is assumed to be 5T •p
D~
rll-------,
rl
CIl
ct-i
l::
orl&! 1- '--_
IE
TIME
FIGURE 2.2 g PARAMETERS OF' HYDROGRAPH~AND HYETOGRAPH
An approximkte relationship between catchment main stream length in
miles (1) anq. catchment area suggested by Eagleson (1970) is given by
,.....
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the expression
A
In order to facilitate the representation of moving storms the lengths
of the larger sub-areas have been chosen to be multiples of the length
0f sub-area No 1.
Appropriate values of T have been adopted and Equations (2.1)p
and (2.2) have been used to establish the remaining parameters to repres-
ent the three different sub-areas. These parameters are tabulated in
Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1
SUB-AREA CHARACTERISTICS
. ,
The unit hydrographs that result from these adopted parameters are
plotted in Figure 2.3 and are tabulated in full in Table A.1 of
Appendix A. The three unit hydrographs are one hour unit hydrographs
and a one hour time interval has been used in the computation of c~tch-
ment response.
-
2.2.2 .Sub-area resp,mse to Upper Channel Input
The response of the catchment sub-area element to upstream
channel input is characterised by a unit response function of a similar
form to the unit hydrograpb. By assuming that the response of the
catchment to channel input is linear it is possible to describe the
Sub-area No 1
Sub~area No 3
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FIGURE 2.3:· SUB-AREA ·UNITHYDROGRAPHS
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routing effects of the channel system of the catchment by adopting a
suitable transfer function. Bravo, et al (1970) has described a linear
solution to the upstream inflow problem Which results ip an expression
for the "upstream inflow instantaneous unit hydrograph". In order to
assure continuity between inflow and outflow it is necessary for
t
jgCt)dt " 1
lfhere g( t) is the channel transfer function.
(2,3 )
A discrete form of the unit impulse response satisfying this crite:r;'ia
and based on the form of the function derived by Bravo has been adopted
to represent the channel response characteristics of the channel assoc~
iated with the smallest of the three sub-areas. The corresponding
functions for the larger SUb-areas are simply derived from this function
.by assuming that the channel behaviour of the larger areas is equivalent
to two and three of the shorter channels in series.
Hence'
(2.4)
where g1 the channe'1 transfer· function of sub"'area L
g2 the channel transfer function of sub-area 2. .
g3 = the chal';lnel transfer fUhction of sub-area )'
The resulting three channel transfer functions are shown in Figure 2.4
. and Table A.2 in Appendix A gives the values adopted for g1' g2 and g3'
Figure 2.5 illustrates the way in which the channel transfer function
operates on upstream inflow to produce outflow. The graph shows three
hydrographs at successive stages in ,the channel system. The first hY,dxo-
graph with the highest peak tsthe input to the channel and the other
two hydrographs represent the effect of routing through one a.nd two sub-
area channels respectively. It can be seen that the channel transfer
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function successfully reproduces the essential nature of hydrograph dis-
persion that is associated with flow through channel'systems in that the
output ,is bot~ attenuated and translated.
2.3 THE COMPOSITE CATCHMENT MODEL
Effect of Number of Sub-Areas on Model Response
The catchment sub-areas d.escribed above ,can be linked 'in series
and parallel to form as complex a network as desired. However, sbce
the 8mphasis in this ,study is on storms moving longitudinally over the
catchment, a simpie combinat~on of 'three sub-areas in series is used.
The use of only three sub-areas can be jUstified by comparing the differ-
en,t response obtained from equival'3nt catchment models with different
num~ers ofslm-are~s.
A catchment model consisting of six sub-areas has been used as'
the basis of an investigation into \the effect of changing the number ()f
,\
sub-areas. Figure 2.6 illustrates the way in which four equivalent
ct:!.tchma nt ml)deL~ with six, three, two and one sub-area are defined. If
the unit hydrograph of the smallest sub-area is ul and the channel trans-
fer function of the sa.me area is gl then the eq~li"alent functions for the,
other sub-areas can be derived 'as follo\Wi
u2 '" ul * gl +~1 (2.6)
g . '* ..... .(2.7)g' gl2 1
u3 '= [ ul * ~ +Ul ] '.* gl + ul (2.8)gt
g3 g1 -1(. 0' * gl (2.9)°1
u6 i= [[ [(ut * g1 + Ut ] * - + u ] * gl + ul ]gl ,1
* g1 + ul ] * - + u1 '(2.10)g1
EC111ations 2.6 to 2.10 ~)l1sure Hat the four catchment mode,ls are exactly
equi-valent except in their capacity to allow accurate representation of
spatially iistributed rainfall.
""'~~,,,.:,
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(a) Six sub-area model
(b) Three sub-area model
~ I
-IT) u;
- [3g)
(c) Two sub-area model
(d) One sub-area model
FIGURE 2.6: EQUIVALENT MODELS WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS
OF SUB-AREAS
The four models will give identical response toa spatially
uniform rainfall but will respond differently to distributed rainfall.
Since emphasis will be given later to the special 'case of moving storms
the four different models have been subjected to two different storms
moving upstream and downstream. The results obtained are summarised in
Tabl~ 2.2. The coefficient of variation (C.V.) and percentage differ-
ence in peak (p) between the output of the six sub-area model and the
output of the three other models show the loss of accuracy as the number
of sub-areas is reduced. The coefficient of variation and percentage
difference in peak are defined in Chapter 5.
TABLE 2.2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF CHANGING NUMBERS OF SUB-AREAS
(Compared to six sub-area mo~el as standard)
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Figures 2.7(a)·aiJd (b) show the hyd:tographsobtained for the second and
fou~th of the above storms. In every case the use ·of a larger number of
subtareas results in an improvement in theacouracy of the outpu~•
• I
'However, as the number of sub~areas is increased the rate of improvement
,.
is reduced. The improvement of the six sub~area model over the three
su"tJ-area model is small enough to jus,tify the use of the latter far the .'.
present study. Though some improvement would be obtained by using a
greater numbe'r of sub-areas it is advantageous to limit the 'c(~)mp).ltational
w0rk by restricting the number. As long as a finite -number of sUb-arei:1s
is used an approximation is necessary when describing theeffectiv'e input
lof a storm as it moves onto or away freID-any particular sub-area. It is
assumed that the total input is uniformly distributed over the sub-area
for the time periods'affected.
,.,-,:
.'"
2.3.2 Description of Unit Hydrograph of Composite Catchment
Models
--
..t·'C"'"
,
!.~ , " ,
The three catchllient models that will be used to inve~tigate the
effects 0f spatially distributed rainfall each consist of three equal
model
model
Upstream Storm
Vel~city = 3 mph
Length = 9 miles
Re'sponse of
three 'sub-a~ea model
Response of
two sub-area model
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FIGURE 2. 7(b): RESBONSES TO.A DOWNSTREAM-MOVING STORM
SIMULATED BY MODELS OF 6, J, 2 AND 1 _SUB-AREAS
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sub-areas with identical unit hydrograph~ and channel transfer functions,
As before the unit hydrograph of the composite catchment models can be
computed from the component response functions so that
(2,,11)
U is the unit hydrograph of the composite catchment modelwhere A
made up of three sub-area elements in series with individual response
fpnctions of u1 and g10
The three composite aatchment models will be referred to as
catohm~nts A, B and Co The ]>1'Operti13s of these catCh"lentsare sU'lunar-
ised iriTable 2 0 3.
I
TABLE 2.3
SUMMARY OF CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Catchment Sub-Area Sub-Area Catchment Catchment
Name Unit Hydrograph Channel T±'ansfer Length Area
Function (miles) (Sq. miles)
A iIi gl 9 9
B u2 g2 18 315
C ~3 g3 27 81
The unit hydrographs for the three composite catchment models are shown
in Figure 2.'8 and are tabula ted in' Table Ao3 in Appendix A.
The application of the catchment model-requires the definition
of the lumped rainfall inputs for the three different sub-ar€as and
computatiun of the total response by applying; the aJ>propriatfil transfer
function as the outflow is routed through the modeL The computathns'
proceed essentially as for the derivation of the total unit hydrograph
except that at each step the sub-area respcmsemust be convolved with
the sub-area rainfali input. Thus the total output resulting from a
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I Ii
rainfall r~ptesented by f 1, f 2 and f 3 bein~ the lumped inputs to sUb-
areas 1, 2 and 3 is given by the expression
(2.12 )
The soluti~n of Equation (2.12) is done bycompilterahd a computer
programme written in FORTRAN IV has been developed and run on an IBM
II !
360. The pro~ramme is listed in,Appenqix B.
;
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CHAPTER THREE
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT FOR CATCHMENT MODEL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The form of the catchment model adopted for this study requir~s
the use of lumped rainfall inputs to represent the rainfall on each of
the sub~area elements comprising the catchment model. This requirement
imposes considerable constraints on the complexity of rainfall pat~ern
that can be described and has encouraged the use of idealized simple
storm distributions. Emphasis has.been placed on the analysis of the
effects of moving top-hat storms of uniform intensity. Storms of this
type have been consid~ed since they can be adequately represented
within the constraints ,of the catchment model~ and because the effeots
of such storms have been analysed by theoretical techniques (Hill, 1969)
and by lab0ratory experiment (Yen and Chow, 1969). The implications ,of
storm position in relationship to tb~catchment have also been con-
sidered by analysing the response of the model to three different types
of spatially distributed stationary storms. Again, the form of the
catchment model restricts the representation of complex patterns in
this situation.
3.2 THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF STORM RAINFALL
The pattern of rainfall excess on a catchment is 'a function of
tbetemporal and spatial variations of the total storm rainfall arid the
temporal and spatial variability 0.£ _the catchmeont.~s~ loss.-fuIlCti,-on. ,The
distribution of both rainfall and loss rates is extremely complex and
theqifficulties of precise measurement of these quantities are immense,
Before rainfall can occllr it is necessary for saturation con-
ditions to exist in the atmospheric water vapour sou:t:'ce. This condiHcm
is almost invariably brought about by the cooling pr@cesses which are'
associated with the ascending movement of moist air. Consideration of
,
the different mechanisms which achieve this «ooling allows -a convenient
subdivision of storm types.
Cyclonic cooling odcurs when either a lo~-pres$ure area results
in convergence and subsequent lifting of air, or when the existence of
a discontinuity in atmospheric temperature causes a lifting of air 'up
over the frontal surfaoe. The former mechanism can be classified as
non-frontal and in extratropical situations is associated with rain of
. -
moderate intensities and long durations. Cyclonic cooling of the frontal
variety is either due to a warm front or a cold front. In( a warm front
the lifting and cooling of the air is gradual and hence rainfall rates
are moderate and of long duration. In a cold front situation the lifting
process is more intense and the-resulting rainfall is mten of -short
duration and high intensity. Frontal storms are necessarily associated
with 'moving air masses and non~frontal cyclonic storms are also mat'e - '.
frequently moving than station ary (Eagleson, 1970)..
Orographic cooling occurs when moist winds blow up ,a slope caus-
ing expansion and cooling of the air at the higher altitude. The Wind-
ward sides -of mountains generally exhibit higher rainfall than the lee-
ward side as a result of this cooling-process. The rate of ~L'ainfa1l1n
an orographic situation is approximately proportional to the-wind speed
up the slope and this:J:'elation ship generally ptoduces a rainfall
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distribution that increases with altitude.
Convective ~ooling occurs when vertical instability of moist air
is produced by surface heating, or unequal cooling at the top of an air
layer. The rainfall produced by thist;ype -of cooling is generally of
short duration but can be extremelyintens~. Like the cyclonic storms
convective storms move more frequently than tpe remain stationary.
Newton and Fankhouser (1964) have examined the behaviour of convective
-storms by analysing frequent sequential tracings of radar echoes.
Their results illustrate the cellular nature of such storms ana though
very different behaviour was observed in inaividual storms they estab-
lished that there is a systematic variation in the movement of.storms
in relation to storm size. Newton and Fankhouser observed that there
was a tendency for storms to move at appreciably slower velocity at the
time of greatest storm size and intensity.
Every catchment has its own unique topographic and bdundary
conditions and these features have a particular influence on the amount
and distribution of the rainfall. The ,rainfall that the catchment inter-
cepts is sampled at points by rain gauges in order to record the nature
of the rainfall. If a complex storm is moving it is difficult to de-
·duce an accurate description of the nature of-the storm from the recorden
point rainfalls alone. This difficulty may account to sOme extent .for
the general laCk of information that is available about tre movement of
storm ifystems. Radar techniques used in conjunction with a rainfall
gauge networksbould make p0ssiblemore accurate descriptions of the
nature of storllS. Maksimov (1964) has -quoted the speeds of movement af
storms observed by radar in theD.S.S·.R., and the frequency of various
speeds is plotted in Figure 301, There is a well established correla-
tion between the wind speed at the 700mb level and storm speed and
,)8
this relationship appe9-rs to apply to New Zealand conditions' (Ryan, 1971).
This correlation suggests that in New' Zealand convective 'storms have a
mean speed of 37.8 km/hr (23.5 mph) and a standard deviation of approx-
imately 43 km/hr (27 mph).
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(After Maksimov)
A considerable amount of, investigation i's requi~ed into the
nature of the distribution of $torm rainfall. The American Geophysics
Union Committee on Status a~d N~ed~ in Hydrology (1964) has listed ~s
one of 63 areas of needed research in hydrology that "the factors'and
, '
conditions leading to observed areal distributions of storm precipita-
, '
, tion need much further study as a basis for network design and for
interpreting field data."
The development of satisfactory distributed catchment models
, should provide knowledgebf the sensitivity of catchment response to.
spatially distri'!)uted rainfall. This knowledge would assist in deciding
39
how much effort should be devoted to the study of the internal behaviour
of storms.
3.3 INPUT FOR CATCHMENT MODEL
3.3.1 Input fDr moving storms of constant intensity
For the purposes of this study emphasis will be placed on moving
storms. The storms simulated are assumed to have a uniform intensity of
one inch/hour with a range of speeds and sizes. All three catchment
models have been exposed to the moving storms listed inTabl~ 3.1.
TABLE 3.1
CHARACTERISTICS OF MOVING STORMS
Storm Storm Storm Storm
Number Speed Extent Direction
(miles per hr) (miles)
1 3 9 downstream
2 3 18 "
3 3 27 "
4 6 9 "
5 6 18 "
6 6 27 "
7 9 9 "
8 9 18 "
9 9 27 "
10 3 9 upstream
11 3 18 "
,~
+2 3 27 "
13 b 9 "
i~ 6 18 "
l"': (j15 27 II
; ~ ,
16 9 9 "
+7 9 i8 "
18 9 27 "
In addition ',to the storms listed in Table 3.1 catchment C has
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been exposed to storms moving at higher speeds as listed in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.2
CHARACTERISTICS OF ADDITIONAL MOVING STORMS
Storm Storm Storm Storm
Number Speed Extent Direction
(miles per hr) (miles)
20 •18 9 downstream
21 18 27 "
22 18 45 "
23 18 9 ,upstream
24 18 27 "
25 18 45 "
26 27 9 downstream"
27 27 27 "II
28 27 45 "
29 27 9 upstream
30 27 27 "
31 27 1+5 "
The range of velocities included :in the storms of Tab"le 3.1 are
I
,"
representative of storms of average to slow speed as it is this class of
storm which has most influence on catchment "response. The faster storms
used in conjunction with catchment C have been included to illtl,strate the
way in which the effect of storm velocity on the rainfall runoff relation-
I ship diminishes as storm velocity is increased. It has beenreparted
that the speed of storms -of high intensity is "not great (Ma,ksimov, 1964)
and this p:rovides further justification for concentrating this stUdy on
the slower storms. The range of storm siz'es included represents storms
pf durations from 0.5 to 9 hours which covers the range of response times
of the three catchments and should ~hus include significant storm"
durati0Ds.
The form of the catchment model used in this stUdy requires the
i'
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representation of the above storms by three lumped rainfall inputs, one
for each of the three catchment sub-areas. This representation is quite
simple for the periods during which the catchment sub-area is completely
covered by the storm. However during the periods that the sto~m is
moving onto or away from a sub~area the size of the area intercepting
the -rainfall is constantly changing and the calculation of the effect-
, ' 1. " \
iveinput f6Jrh'nse periods is not as simple. A convenient technique for
calculating ~he moving storm inputs to the catchment sub~areas makes use
of a graphical representation of the form shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 indicates, for a storm wider than the eatchment and
with a plane front, the time at which any point in the storm is over any
given point of the catchment. The time at which the storm reaches the
boundary of the catchment is defined as t = 0 and the time value of the
diagonal lines are a function of the storm velocity. In the example
illustrated in the graph rainfall commences at p0int Xi on the catchment
at time t = 2 and oontinues untiil. t = 6.5. Since the storm is assumed
to be of constant intensity of 1 in/hrthisindicates that 4.5 inches of
rain fell at point xi'· For the purposes of providing input to the catch-
ment model it is necessary to be able to describe the areal average rain-
fallon a specified sub-area between successive one hour "periods. The
- shaded area in. the graph represents a period of 9ne hQur in which the
catchment between .xi and x2 received uninterrupted rainfall and thus
represents a rainfall hlput of one inch. The rainfall input values for
all other time periods are evaluated by calculating the area on the
graph ~nclosed by the boundari€s imposes by the catchment sub-area, the
storm area and the time period. Thus between time t = 2 and t = 3 on
the section of the catchment between Xi and x2 the raini,'all input is
represented by the double-hatched area and is clearly eq~~valent to
~
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1
"2 inch,
As a particular example of the use of the technique, Figure 3.3
is the graph used to evaluate the effective liJputs due to the storms
moving at 6 mph. The boundaries imposed by the three diffe~ent storm
sizes used and the three catchments 'are shown on the graph. For catch-
ment C and storm number .5 (moving downstream, 18 miles long) the
following input values are obtained from the graph.
TABLE 3.,)
RAINFALL INPUTS (INCHES) FOR CATCHMENT C STORM 5
The shaded area in the graph of Figure 3.3 represents the area involved
in the derivation of the rainfall values contained in Table 3.3. The
double hatched areap are the areas which represent one inch of rainfall.
"The effective inputs of all the moving storms for each catchment 'have
been derived in the same way though the individual values are not listed
here.
3.3.2 Input for Stationary Nen-uniformly Distributed Storms'
In addition to the moving stGrms described above three different
patterns of spatially-distributed rainfall have peen used to simulate
catchment response to stationary, non-uniformly distributed storms •
. ,
Though there ms been considerable study of depth-area relationships of
rainfall no convenient parameter has been established to represent the
pattern of rainfall distribution. Court (1961) has summarised the
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equations developed to describe the areal distribution of rainfall for
various durations ami types of storms. The variations among these I,
formulae are C0nsiderableand such factors as rain-gauge location, storm
duration and topography appear to play an important part in the differ-
ences exhibited. However all formulae indicate that the shorter the
storm duration the greater the areal non-uniformity.
In the context of this study the rainfall pattern is of necess-
'ity a very simple one. The stationary storms simulated have the follow-
ing form;
Storm I
Storm II
Storm III
Storm centre upstream
Storm centre in the middle of the catchment
Storm centre downstream
-
Table 3.4 lists the rainfall inputs for the catchment ,sub-areas
for the three different storms. The average intensity has been ahosen
as 1 inch/hour to ,allow comparison with the moving storms and the range
of inte~l:lity has. been limited ~G) the ,order of variability produced by
"
the dOd~tant int~nsity ~dving stormso
i
,The stor~durati~ns adopted were 2 hour~ for catchment A, 3
hour~ for' catchment Band 4hou:ts for catchment C. The larger <i:a.-\:,cih-
Imenta a~~ expose~ to long~r 13torms :If) arder tf>enSJ.re that ama'jor
lJroporf,ion of the catchment !'It:rl~a,, ~s c0ntributipg to the o~tflow bef():r;e
, ·1 .'. .
the cessation of rainfall.
TABLE 3 0 4
CHARACTERISTICS OF STATIONARY STORMS
Storm Number
I
II
III
Upstream
Sub-"area
(inches)
1.5
0075
0 0 5
Middle
Sub-area
(inches)
>
La
1.5
1.0
Downstream
Sub-area
(inches)
0.5
0.75
1.5
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The identification problem has been de~cribed by Dooge (1968) as
the problem of identifying an unknown system pperation when the system
input and output are known. In the study of the catchment 'system this
is equivalent to the problem of calculating the unit hydrograph when
rainfall and runoff records are available. Dooge qlassifies methods of
system identification as being either c0rrelation~ethodsor transform
,.
~methods. Correlation methods, alternatively described as "Black Box
Analysis", involve derivation of the unit hydrqgraph from input and out-
put records without any assumptions being made about the'form of the
network that approximates the catchment·. On the other hand transform
methodlil_ or "Parametric-Systems Synthesis", invQlve the adoption af a
linear network to mocl.el·thecatchment and the'caloulation of tlle net-
work parameters from the input anq. outpu-trecords. The alternative
terminology has been used as it·is Foba'bly mere commonly used in
reference to systelns analys·is in hydTology (Marchancl. Eagleson, 1965) •
....
As described in, Chapter One the successful application of the
,
unit hydrograpp theory depends on ~he accur~cy of the assumption that
~ ,
. .
. theccatchmeht acts as a linearptime-invarlent system in transform~ng
~
f
rainfall e\xce"ss in-to direct runof:B. It is also essential that the
me~surement of the rainfall and runoff is accurate; that the separation
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of rainfall excess and direct runoff is performed correctly and that the
rainfall excess is uniformly distributed over the catchment or that any
non-uniform distribution is insignificant. In this study the model input
and output are analagous to rainfall excess and direct runoff and thus
no separation procedures are involved. However, .for the purpose of unit
hydrograph identification~ it is necessary to establish a lumped repres-
entation of the spat~ally distributed rainfall. The approximation that
this lumped representation involw:rseffects the unit hydrograph ident-
ificationprocedures,ina similar way to errors in data. For this
reason, before the unit hydrograph identification techni~ues ani the
"
derivation of the lumped representa~ion of spatially distributed rain-
fall are described it is useful to cOrlsider the effects of data errors
on the identificationproGess.
4.2 THE EFFECTS OF DATA ERRORS ON THE IDENTIF~CATION PROBLEM
Errors in the measuremerit of rainfall o:r.'runoff and err0I:S in the
separation Glf rainfall excess or direct runoff will result in difficult- -
ies in the application of the unit hydrograph theory. Uepending on tIre
method of analysis and the-nature of the data error the difficulties will
range from identification of slightly different unit hydrographs for
different floods to acompleteina~i~ityto 'calculate a sensible unit
'hydrograph. The effects of e:r.Tors in data have been considered in some
detail by Laurenson and O'Donnell (1969).
In an experiment using synthetic data they examined the effect of
a rangeof,~rrors in rainfall and runoff data on fourmethous of unit
hydrograph derivation~ including least squa~S$ analysis and the gamma
distribution method. Known errors ~ere introduced based on consldera-
tion of typical possible errors involved in the measurement of
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hydrological quantities. It was shown that errors in the estimation of
total rainfall and in the discharge rating curve result in s1..].rprisingly
lowunithydrograph errors. However the results suggest that lack of
synchronisation between rainfall and runQffrecords and between clocks
of dif;ferent raingauges could be poterltial sources of signifiGant error.
Laurenson and O'Donnell alsp 'considered the effect of errors in tne
separation procedures, Known errors, of reasonable magnitude, were
introduced in the base flow separation by adjusting the hydrograph Qf
direct 'runoff to reflect a maximum under-estimation of base-flow equal
to 5 'percent of the true peak runoff and this resulted ~n low unit
hydrograph errors. By altering the true 'rainfall o~dinatess0 that
rainfall-excess intensity was ove;--estiI1latt3d at the beginning of the
storm and under-estimated at the end significant errors in the calcul~
a ted unit llY<irqgraphs, were obtained. The results of Laurenson and
o I Donnell •s investigati·onshow the particular sensitivity of .unit
hydrograph derivation to err'ors in the time distribution of rainfall
excess and underline the significance of the assumption of uniformly
distributed rainfall which is made in the applic'atiorl Glfunit hydro~
graph theory.
4,3 THE LUMPED REPRESENTATION OF SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED RA+NFALL
A major problem in the study of catchment response is the
·measurement and representation ~f,the storm rainfall. Precipitation
rates ~\ry rapidly in space and time and the use of a lumped represent-
, .
. atic:>n .of rainfall, as is assumed by the"great majority -Qfcatchment
models, involves a gros~ approximatiqn of the actual prec~?itation
pattern. To date, stu~ies of spatiallyc distributed rainfall have con-
centrated on th~ ·cal'culatioll -of tne catchment mean rainfall from point
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rainfall measurements. Little attention has been given to the represent.;
ation of the temporal and spatial variability of the storm rainfall.
Amorochd amI Brandstetter (19b7) have developed procedures for
smoothing records of preoipitation in space and time. The smoothing
procedures eliminate the small amplitude, high frequency irregularities
that exist in the measured rainfalL .Sinqe the catchment system ]:lrobably
exerts a strong damping action Qn the ,rainfall input consid.erable smooth-
ing of the rainfall record can generally be done'without losing any
accuracy insofar as catchment response is concerned. Amorochoand
Brandstetter postulate that as long as the significant precipitation
patterns are preserved a smoothed record can be applied ioa catchment
to produce very nearly the same outpui as the corresponding real pre-
cipitation pattern.
This type of approach to the representation of rainfall patterns
recognises the extreme nature of the' variability that can be encountered
in the temporal and spatial distribution of rainfalL The techniques
described illustrate some features of precipitation patterns that are
important when ce>TIsidering catchment response. It remains to be estab-
lished hOH much smoothing of rainfall records can be done without reduc-
ing the validity of the record below acceptable levels. The answer to
that problem will depend ~s much upon the nature of catchment response
as upon the nature of rainfall distribution and when answered will
indicate to what extent spatiallydistribuied rainfall must be recognised
in, order to achieve a satisfactory degree of confidence in catchment
modelling.
The standard approach to the problem of deriving a lumped repres-
'entation of rainfall is to calcul~te the catchment mean rainfalL This
can be achieved by one of,a variety of techniques which operaie on
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observed point rainfa.ll depths to produce an estimate of the areal aver-
age rainfall depth. In this study it is assumed that input to each sub-
area is uniformly distributed and hence the areal average rainfall is
obtained by taking the weighted average of the sub-area rainfalls so that
f
av
f 1 ~ Ai + f 2 x A2 + f 3 x A3
Ai + A2 + AJ
(4,1)
where f 1 , ~2' £3 are the rainfall inputs to sub~ar~as 1, 2 ami );
Ai' A2 , A3 are the areas of sub~areas 1, 2 and 3,
and f is the areal average rainfall.
av
This proceduJ;'e gives the exact catchment mean rainfall but it is 'n0t
necessarily the best to use when attempting to identify the unit hydro-
graph.
The way in which the true unit response of a linear system is
masked by a spatially distributed input can be illustrated by considering
a storm of constant velocity and uniform intensity moving over a catch-
menta If f 1 is the hyetograph for sub-area 1, f 2 ~or sub-area 2 and f 3
for sub-area 3 for a three sub-area model then f 1 , f 2 and f 3 will be
different only in time, This difference can be represented conveniently,
by writing:
f 1 = f
i-
f 2 = f'
and f 3
f' ,
where the primes indicate a displacement of the rainfall hyeto-
graph as a result of the movement of the storm. If the unit responses
of each sub-area at the composite catchment outlet are U1 , U2 and U3
respectively then the unit response of the catchment is given Ely
and the response of the ca~ohment to the movtng sto~~ is
(4.3)
Equation (4.3) can be rewritten by allowing for the time displacement in
the -sub-area. unit response functions so that
(4.4)
However the equivalent stationary storm- will result in an output of
(4.5)
Hence the problem of identification of the system'unit response 'in the
'-<i,
case of the moving storm is complicated by the fact that ,if the equiv-
alent stationary storm is used to represent the actual rainfall then
the analysis of the input and output will tend towards the derivation
of the quantity CUi + U ' + U~' ') rather than the true system unit
". 2 j
response UT,
Since the equivalent stationary hyetograph p or the catchment mean
rainfall are not necessarily the best to use when calculating the Unit
hydr6graph three different techniques for the representation ~f the
rainfall have been examine~ in the study. These are -
(i.) the ·areal average rainfall as defined in Equation (4.1)
eli) the rainfall on -the downstream sub-area adjusted to give
the same volume as the areal average rain£al1. This particular repres-
entation has been chosen for two reasons. The rainfall closest to the
catchment outlet is not routed-- through the channel system ,in the way
that the rainfall on the upstream sub~areas is and hend~ i t\makes a
major contribution to the magnitude of the outflow 0 Furthermore p it
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is common practice in the measurement of catchment rainfall ,to use a
recordingraingauge near the catchment outlet and storage gauges in more
upstream locations.
(iii) A least-squares iterative procedure which starts with the'
areal average rainfall and adjusts it in order to improve the estimate
of the unit hydrograph. This technique is described in more detail in
the next section.
In addition to the above techniques other possibilities have been
considered and these will be discussed briefly in Chapter 5.
4.4 IDENTIFICATION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
Three techniques have been used to calculate the unit 'hydrographs
, ,
from the model input and output records. Two of these involve "Black
Box Analysis" and' the third is an example of "Parametric Systems, Synthesis".o
4.4.1 Black Box Analysis
Least Squares Analysis If rainfall excess; directrun~
off and the unit hydrograph are denoted by the vectors f, q and u respect-
ively then the relationship between them can be expressed using, the con-
volution operation so that
q = f * u (4,6)
(4.7)
1, 2 ••• ','.n = 0,
(n-k)
Equation (4.6) may be rewritten in a discrete form as
n
q(n) '=~f(k) u
k=O
which ex:pands to produce the familiar 'equations for the ordinates .of
direct runoff -
q(O) = 0
q(l) = f(l) u (1)
q(2) = f(l) u (2)+ f(2) u (1)
q(3) = f{l) u (3) + f(2) u (2) + f(3) u (1)
etc.
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(4.8)
Equation (4.7) can be rewritten using matrix notation in the form
f(l) 0 ...... 0 u1
f(2) f(l) 0 u2
.
u3
•
'. .
f(i) f(i-l)
f(i) ..
o o u.
J
or more conveniently as
. R u = q (4.10)
where R is a rectangular matrix containing the elements of f.
Since R is not a square matrix equation (4.10) ~annot be solved directly.
'THowever by premultiplyin:gR by its transpoqs R a square symmetrioal
1
lIatrix is produced and this ll'lads to the solution for U in th~ form
U (4.11 )
Equation (4.11)·is·the least squares solution for U and is conveniently
handled by digital computer. This approach to the derivation of,the unit
hydrograph was developed independently by Snyder (1955) and Body ~nd Smart
(1957) •
, (ii) Modified Least SguaresAnalisis An extension to the
conve'ntiopal least squares solution for the unit hydrograph has been
The method involves deriving-the
. ~. . --
\.
;'~."T"
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unit hydrograph by the least squares method and incorporates a solution
for possible errors in the rainfall excess hyetograph.
Equation (4.6) is modified by adding a vecto+ of errors e to the
rainfall excess hyetograph so that
q (r + e) * u
(4.12) .
The assumption made is that if f, u and e are known then the
dir.ect runoff q can be reproduced exactly. When the least squares unit,
hydrograph is involved with the original rainfall excess the vector of
computed direct runoff, q', is obtained and this will generally be diff-
erent to the obs~rved direct runoff q. Substituting q' for f * u in
Equation (4.12) leads to
q = q' + e * u
or e * ~ = q - qi
Replacement of the vector u by the matrix U, a rectangular matrix
containing the ell3ments of u allows Equation (4.13) to be rewritten in
matrix form as
q - q' (4.14)
The least squares solut10L for e£ollows as before to give
The computed error vector is now added to ~he vector of rainfall
excess and these modified rainfall values are used to calculate a, new
,unit hydrog.caph.
4.4.2 Parametric System Synthesis
Nash (1960) developed an equation for the instantaneous unit
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hydrograph from the general linear differential equation desoribing a
linear systemo The relationship between input (f) and output (q) can be
expressed as
f(t) = d
n
-
1 dn- 2
q(t) + b -------1 q(t) + c dtn~2 q(t) +tUn- o 0 •,
or more conveniently
i
q (t) = ------:------
(aDn + bDn- 1 + cDn- 2 + 000)
f(t) (4.16)
where D is the differential operaior and a, b, c are constant
coefficient s of the dHferentialequation o
Equation (4.16) may be factorized in the form
q(t) A f(t)
The roots of the polynomial in D in Equation (4.16) must be real and
negative since the response of a catchment to rainfall input dies out
gradually without oscillating about zero. Hence the c's in Equation
(4.17) are all real and positive. For continuity to be preserved
between input and output it can be shown that
.'
A
and thus Equation (46 17,) can be rewritten in the form
q(t) 1 (4.18)
This is the general differential equation of a stable ,~hi:ghly
damped, time invariant linear system which satisfies the requirement of
continuity.
Nash has established that there is very little loss in .generality
caused by making all the K's equal o This then allows the relationship
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to be rewritten in the convenient form
q(t) == 1(1 + KD)n f(t) . !
where n is the order of the differential equation. The operation
described by Equation (4.19) is equivalent to the routing of the inflow
through a cascade of n equal, concentrated linear storages with the out-
flow from 'one reservoir becoming the inflow to' the next. Kis the common
storage delay time of the reservoirs in which the storage is directly
proportional to the discharge so that
S =0 Kq
The unit impulse response corresponding to Equation (4,19) is.
given by
1
u == Kr(ri)
n-1(k) -t/Ke (4.20) .
where t (n) is the gamma function,
r (n) = (n-1) !
Nash also derived equations which allow the evaluation of' nand K
fU.dt
. 0
U'1
dit'ectly from input and outflow,records using the method of moments.
I .
The first moment about the origin of the IUH~i~ given by
.ft u dt
t1 dt
fU.dt
o .
, U
2
and the second moment about the centre of' area is given by
•fX'( t- tJ 'i~Jol 1
Since Equation (4.20) is a two paraineterrelationship higher
moments of the instantaneous unit hydro~aph are not independent of.
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U1 ' and U2•
The moments of the instantaneous unit hydrograph defined by
Equation (4.20) are
and h~:mce
K
n
Uj U •2 1
(U ,)2/ u
,1 2
, (4.23)
(4.24)
The ,relationships between the Inoments of input, o~tput and unit
resp,onse of a linear system are
U f
1
where U1"~' and 11
1 are the first moments about the origin'of
the unit response, the output and th,e input respectively and
"
1.-.'
where U2 ' ~ and 12 are the second moments ~bout the centr~sof areas.
Using the above relationshi.ps nand K can be evaluated directly
from the moments of the input and output.,
K
n
(~~ I2~I(Q1" -,11")
~ ('l,.' - 1 ')2/ <CI-z - \l
(4.25)'
(4.26) ,
In analysing the output from the catchment model a computer p~o-
, '
gram was used to calculate nand K and the finite period unit hydrograph
was deriV'ed by integrating the instantaneous unit hydrograph •
.'
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The principal objective of this study is to determine the effect
, ,
of the use ofa lumped representation of spatially distributed rainfall
"
on the application of the unit hydrograph theory. 'Themethed of in-
,vestigation involves the postulation of a linear, distributedcatohment
model'~hichallows the simulation of catchment response to spatially
distributed rainfall. The simulated outflows are analysed by three of
the standard techniques used for the identification of the unit hydro-
graph. In addition the characteristics of the outflows are of inter-
est as they illustrate the significant influence that spatially dis-
tributed rainfall can exert on catchment-response.
5.2 MODEL RESPONSE TO SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED INPUT
Three different catchment models, each consisting of three
identi9~1 sub-areas, are used tosimula~e the response to 'spatially
distributed rainf~ll. The characteristics of the catchment sub~areas
have been desprtbed in detail in Chapter Two. Table 5.1 summarises
the characteristics chosen to 'represent the three model catchments.
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TABLE 5.1
SUMMARY OF CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Catchment
Name
A
B
C
Sub~Area Unit Sub-Area Channel
Hydrograph Transfer Function
u1 g1
u2 g2
~3 g3
Catchment
Length
9 miles
18 miles
The values of the unit hyd~ographs and channel transfer functions are
tabulated in Tables A.1 and A,.2 of Appendix A.
Model Response tOffioving Storms
The storms used in this investigation have been described in
detail in Chapter Three. The full description of the m6del:t:'esponses
to these storms would be too bulky to inclu~ein this repoit and instead
the peak discQarge values associated with each st~aretabulated in
Table A.4 of Appendix Ao The peak discharges for the moving storms are
also plotted in Figure 50 1 as a ratio of the catchment area. The three
plots in Figure 50 1 illustrate many of the features of the model res-
ponse to the moving storms v and the qualitative description that the
graphs allow compares well with the laboratory 'results 6btafne4 by Yen
and Chow (1S)69) and the',analytical results derived"'byHill (1969).
The way in Which storm velocity affects the response is illus-
trated in Figure 50 2. As would be expected v as the velocity is in-
creased for a fixed storm size the total I rainfall input is reduced and
so the peak discharge is correspondingly reduced. The time to the peak
. '
discharge is a'lsore.duoed as the velocity is increased. "For the case
of the stormsJVoving in the downstream direction, as in Figure 5.. 2,
the time lapse before runoff begins is reduced as the storm velocity
increases.
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The effect of changes in storm exterlt for a fixed velocity is
illustrated in Figure' 503. The ,rising limbs of the three hydrographs
are identical until the cessation of input causes the rate of increase
in discharge to 'change.
1.- "
o;/-- f'
The longer. storms provide a longer supply
/ \ .
period and hence a higher peak discharge and a longer time to peak.
5.2.2 Comparison 'with eguivalent stational'Y stol:'m
Both the labOl'atol'y investigations (Yen and'Chow (t969), Amol'ocho
'and Orlob (196'1) ) into the response of catchments to ,moving storms
included a comparison between the hydrographs obtaIned fora given
storm moving upstream and downstl'eam with an equivalent stationary
storm. The equivalent stationary storm was defined as a storm with
the same intensity that delivered an equal volume of'·--mirl. Such a
storm would have a duration at a point the same as ihe movirrg storm
but a ,shorter duration over the catchment as a -whole. For-·this study,
equivalent stationary storms have- been defined for those moving storms
that delivered an average rainfall input of 1,2, -Jg 6 and 9 inches.
Yen and. Chow (196<§l) found that the equivalents1:.atlonary storm
gave a higher peak discharge than either of the corresponding moving
storms. Howe~Br,' Amor~~hoand Orlob(1961) found 'that the storm moving
in the downstream direction gave a higher peak dis6hargethan the
stationary storm. Both investigations showed that the downstream storm
gave a higher peak dlschal'ge than the upstream storm~For all· the
situations simulated in this study the peak discharge 'was predictably
greater for the downstream moving storm than theupstreamorre. Forty-
four sets of hydr@graphswerederived for equivalentC storms~using the.
three catchment models in this stUdy. Of these g three gave"results
similar to those obtained by Yen and Chow g whereas the remainder were
of the same form as those obtained by Amorocheand Orlob.. Several
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attempts were madeto8stablish a quantitative relationship between peak
discharge and storm and catchment characteristics ~utnone '~ere success-
ful. The three situations in which the equivalent_stationary storm pro-
duced a higher peak than the downstream storm occurred for storms
numbers 2, 3 and 9 on- catchment Ao In each case the difference in peak
values ~as less than 2%~ For catchment C the peak due toihe down-
stream storm exceeded the peak resulting from the stationary storm by
as much as 28% on one ocicasiono Table 50 2 gives the rati6 of the
moving storm peak to tne equivalent stationary storm peak for all the
situations simulatedo
j',
TABLE 502
Ratio of Moving Storm Peak Discharge to the Peak Discharge
Resulting from the Equivalent Stationary Storm
Storm Storm Storn(; ) ('/ f;) d li, "
Number Velbeity Extent Catchment A Catchment B Gatcfiment G
(mph) (miles)
Downstream storms
1 3 9 1.01 1.18 i J 1.28 'I,
2 3 18 00 99 ' <,I' 1.08 ! " ( 1.17 ~'
3 3 27 00 99 1.01 1.08
:S 6 18 1.02 1016 1025
7 9 9 1.09 1.13 1.20
8 9 18 1.03 1014 1.20
9 9 27 00 98 1.12 1018
27 27 27 1.06
Upstream storlllS
10 3 9 00 74 00 62 00 59
11 3 is 0)88 0/69 0.61
"',
12 3 27 00 96 0 0 1)0 0 0 66
14 .6 18 0 0 84 00 78 0.75
16 9 9 0 0 90 00 82 0.• 82
17 9 18 00 86 00 84 0.82
18 9 27 00 89 00 85 '0 0 82
30 27 27 0.92
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Figures 5.4(a)p (b) and (c) provide examples of the hydrographs
resulting from sets of equivalent stationary and downstream and up-
stream storms. Though no quantitative relationship has been estaBlished
which satisfactorily relates the figures contained in Table 5.2 the
ratio of the moving storm peak discharge to the equivalent statiohary
storm peak discharge does provide a basis fora qualitative description.
Except for the results obtained for the downstream-moving storms on
catchment A, ~here the ratio was very cl6se to unity, ihcreases in
storm velocity and, to 'a lesser degree, increases in storm extent cause
the ratio to tend towards unity. For every storm an increase in catch-
ment length resulted in the ratio tending away from unity. These
results show that the effect of storm movement is greatest for slow
storms and large catchments. r ' .i)
Moore (1971) has suggested that the concept of relative velocity
would be an i~portant parameter in a study of the effect of moving
storms. He suggested that the relative velocity Gould be expressed
as the ratio of the travel time of the storm across the catchment to
t~e travel time of a fl~od wave through the catchment system •. The~use-
fulness of a parameter of this sort was explored and again no quantita-
tive relationship was established.
Model Response to Stationary Storms with Non-uniform
Rainfall Distribution
The nature of the simulated responses to the stationary storms
is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The position of the area of maximum
input has a predictable affect on the time~distribution of the runoff.
Since the stationary storms used had the same volume of rainfall input
the results indicate that the peak discharge is increased as the st0rm
centre is moved towards the catchment outlet. The hydrographs obtained
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for catchments Band C have the same general form as those for catchment
A which are plotted in Figure 505.
No laboratory work similar to the studies of moving storms has
been performed on stationary sto~ms and studies of the phenomenon on
natural catchments have been inoonclusive o
5.2.4 ' Apparent Non~Linearity of Model Response
Chang (1961) has proposed a procedure to 'test the linearity of
catchment resPonse. He reasons that if the response of a .given,catch':'
ment is truly linear then the peak direct runoff will be proportLQpal ,
to the total rainfall excess for all storms of the same duration. The
exponent b in the expression
~~ a pb (5.1)
where Qp peak discharge
and P rainfall excess
can then be considered a measure of the linearity of the catchment
response. Fora linear system b should equal unity.
It is apparent thato if theabo:ve test is applied to the repohses
obtained from the spatially distributed inputs in this study, f0r'a
.givenduration9 EqUation 5.1 will plot as a vertical line on log paper
since therairrfall exee~s remains oonstant for a given duration while
the peak discharge varies as a result of the movement or pcDsition of
the storm. The results for two ,storm durations on Catchment A axe
plotted in Figure 5.6. The form of that graph could suggest that the
system response is highly-non~linearwhen in fact it is strictly
linear. Such a conclusion might encourage the use of some form of
nQn~linear analysis and though the increased flexibility provided
, .
could allow a satisfactory result g it is deb;a.tablewhether or not t-hat
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would be the most efficient approacho Since the model response is of a
linear distributed nature, a linear distributed model should allo~ an
exact analysis. Though no 'such general analysis techniques exist at
.,
the present, the aQ9ve problem has been mentioned since it illust~tes
"II- -
the fact that tests f~r linearity may be confused by the presence of
dillltributed effects and that spat~ally distributed rainfalllJ1ay cause
or increase an apparent non~linearity.
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5.3 IDENTIFICATION OF~NIT HY~ROGRAPHS
5.3.1 Error Determination and Evaluation
Figure 5.7 illustrates the basic difficulty involved in select-
ing a parameter to Tfleasure the goociness-of~fit of..anattempt to repro-
duce a given hydrographo In order to bi3ableto 'compare the large
number of true and computed unh hydrographs involved in this study it
..
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is necessary to propo~e a quantitative measure of the goodness-of-fit.
In Figure 5.7; the percentage error in peak is plotted on log paper
against the coefficient of variation between the true and computed unit
hydrographs. The coefficient of va:dation (C. V.) is defined as
C.V.
where q.
~
true flow
r. computed flow
'L
n = number of flow ordinates
This form of the coefficient of variation is analogous to the conven-
tional coefficient of variation and was used as an objective function in
the automa.tic optimisation of catchment mod~ls by Ibbitt and 0 'Donnell
(1971) •
The percentage error in peak (p) is defined as
'P
where peak true flow
r p = peak ~omputed f~ow
Two sePara~e plots are presented sihce an'under-estimate of the
peak discharge cannot exceed lQO%,whereas there is no such limit for over-
estima~es as is illustrated by several points on the lower graph. Though
there is considerable grouping of 'points indicating some correlation
between log(P) and log(C.V.) there are also many poi1ts which are Widely
scattered. For this reason both paramet''7rs have been used in evaluating
the goodness-of-fit of the computed unit hydrogra~hs. The following
, 'classificaUan, illustra~ed on both graphs in Figure 5. i, has been based
on a qualitative evaluation of thegoodness-of-fit of many pairs of
computed and true unit hydrographs.
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TABLE 5.3
ERROR EVALUATION CRITERIA
Coefficient
of Variati on
Percentage Error in Peak
Over~estimate Under~estimate
Evaluation
a - 0.25
0.25 - 0.5
0.5 - 1.0
La - 2.0
2.0 +
a - 10 0 - 9 Excellent
10 - 25 9 - 20 Very Good
25 - 50 20 - 33 Good
50. ~ 100 33 - 50 Fair
100 + 50 + Poor
In addition to the above measures of error ~he percentage error in time
to peak (T) has been computed for all, computed unit hydrographs and is
given by
T
where t qp
t
rp
time to peak true flow
time to peak of computed flow
. ( ~'
(5.4 )
t time interval' between flow ordinates
n number of ordinates of true hydrograph
The evaluation cr~i~ria d~fibed in Table 5.3 have been used to 'summarise
the results of the unit hydrograph derivation techniques.
Unit Hydrograph··Errors for Spatially Uniform Input
The catchment responses obtained as a result of the preoedures
described in the previous section have been canalysed by the threediffer~
ent unit hyd~ographderivation techniques described in Chapter Four.
Since errors can result in the derived unit hydrographs even with
spatially uniform input it is interesting teexamine the unit hydro-
graphs derived from catchment responses to spatially uniform rainfall.
In that situation any errors in the derived unit hydrographs ~edue to
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rounding in the numerical procedures and from constraints inherent in
the method of derivation. Table 5.4 shows the errors measured when unit
hydrographs were derived from rainfallsi>of uniform distribution and of a
dur.-ation of the same ordG:c iJ,S tho c"cLcbmont"s tiwe of concentration. In
every case the results of the modified least squares method were indis-
tinguishable from those of the least squares method. The results show
the constraint imposed by the gamma distribution and this is also illus-
trated in the hydrographs plotted in Figure 5.e in which the true unit
hydrograph, the least squares unit hydrograph and the gamma method unit
hydrograph are plotted.
TABLE 5.4
UNIT HYDROGRAPH ERRORS FOR SPATIALLY UNIFORM INPUT
Catchment Least Squares
Unit, Hydrograph
P* C.V,**
Gamma Method
Un i t H~r.drograph
p* C.V.**
A
B
C
0000
~O. 01
~O.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.19
3.35
e.73
0.13
0.09
0.11
*
**
P is the percentage error in peak
C.V. is the coefficient of variation
Least Squares Unit Hydrographs
The least squares unit hydrographsderived in this study have
been left unadjusted'except that in Figures 5.9 (a), (b) and (c) any
negative values have been equated to -zero in order to 'simplify the
plotting procedures. The tendency for the least squares derivation to
produce Wildly oscillating hydrographs is very clearly illustrated in
Figures 5090 The ·coefficient of variation and percentage error in peak
of the derived unit hydrographs are listed in Table Ao 7 of Appendix A.
The evaluation of the least squares unit hydrographs is summarised in
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Table 5.5 and covers moving storms 1 to 18 and stationary storms I, II
and IlL
TABLE 5.5
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF LEAST SQUARES UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
Catchment % % % % %
Name Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
A 23.8 47.6 9.5 19.0 0
B 4.8 28.6 14.3 19.0 33.3
C 4.8 14.3 33.3 23.8 23.8
All Catchments 11.1 30.2 1~.O 20.6 19.0
It is interesting to regroup the above results to illustrate the effect
of s!torm velocity and, direction. This has been done for tpe results of
all catchments grouped together and Table 5.6 contains the 'summary.
TABLE 50 6
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF LEAST SQUARES UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
BASED ON STORM SPEED AND DIRECTION
Speed or % % % % %
Direction Excellent Very Good Good Fa~i' Poor
3 mph 0 0 11.1 33.3 55.6
6 mph 0 33.3 33.3 33.3 0
9 mph 16.7 44.4 22.2 5.6 11.1
Stationary 44.4 55.6 0 0 p
Downstream 0 29 06 11.1 33.3 25.9
Upstream 11.1 22.2 3303 14.8 18.5
The r6;sults summarised aooveare based on unit hy~ographs cal-
culated from the catchment mean rainfall. The least squares derivation
-
technique was used in an attempt to -evaluate theieffectiveness of al-
ternative representations of the. spatially-distributed rainfa-ll, The
most successful alternative considered involved the use of the .rain-
fall intercepted by the sub~area closest to the catchment outlet as
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described in Section 4.3. The use of this hyetograph causes a time
shift of the rainfall in relationship to the runoff. Table 5.7 summar-
ises the results achieved with this technique for storms 1 to 18 by
comparing them with the results obtained using the averaged rainfall.
The results are divided into those from downstream and upstream s~orms.
For the case of stationary storms there is no difference between the
catchment mean rainfall and the sub-area j rainfall adjusted to pro-
duce the correct rainfall volume. Hence the technique makes no alter-
ation to the derived unit hydrographs an~ for that reason the results '
for stationary storms are not included in Table 5.7.
TABLE 5.7
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPHS ACHIEVED BY USING
SUB-AREA 3 HYETOGRAPH IN CONJUNCTION WITH LEAST SQUARES
ANALYSIS
The results summarised in Table 5.7 clearly show that some im~
provement in the unit hydrograph derivation is achieved by using the
alternative representation of catchment rainfall. As might be expected
the improvement is more significant for the case of downstream moving
storms.
Some attention has been given to the possibility that a function
of the spatially distributed rainfall may provide a superior representa-
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tion of the rainfall than the alternatives already presented. Using the
knowledge of the true unit hydrograph and the actual catchment response
it is P9ssible to apply the least squares analysis technique in reverse
tb identify the hyetograph that would have produced the same runoff from
spatially uniform rainfall. Dooge (1968) has described this as the
detection process. This process was attempted for several of th~ moving
storms. No perceptible pattern was identified in the hyetographs derived
in this way and in fact for the majority of cases the proceQure resulted
in negative hyetograph ordinates.
An alternative to deciding subjectively upon the form of the rain~
fall hyetograph to be used in unit-hydrograph derivation, the Modified
Least Squares Analysis, will be discussed in the next section.
5.3.4
,
Modified Least S~uares Analysis
The technique of Modified Least Squares analysis described in
Chapter Four has been used to analyse the responses to all the moving
and stationary storms. Figures 50 10 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the
varying effectiveness of the technique. As distinct from the unit hydro-
graphs derived by the le~st squares technique the unit hydrographs
derived by the modified technique have. had any negative values adjusted
to zero and all 'ordinates have been adjusted to ensure that the unit
hydrograph represents unit volume of runoff. The modified least squares
method is essentially an iterative procedure and in every case three
trial unit hydrographs have been calculated. In order to assess the
effectiveness of the method it is necessary to compare the first and
third unit hydrographs derived by the iterative procedure. Table 5.8
summarises the evaluation of the two sets of solutions for moving 1:;.
storms 1 to 18. The modified least squares technique makes adjustments
to the hY'etograph on the basis of the er;r:-or in the reproduced outflow.
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For the case of stationary storms the outflow was reproduced with neg-
ligible error o As a result the technique made only negligible altera-
tions to the first trial unit hydrograph and for that reason the evalua-
tions for stationary storms have been omitted from Table 5.8.
TABLE 5.8
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF MODIFIED LEAST SQUARES UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
Catchment % % % % %
Name Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
Solution III * 16.7 50,0 33.3 0 0
A
Solution IV
** 11.1 61.1 27.8 0 a
Solution III 0 22 02 3303 38.9 5.6
B
Solution IV 0 3303 50.0 16.7 ,"0
Solution III 0 11.1 33.3 55.6 0
C
Solution IV 0 2708 38.9 33.3 a
* Solution III is the first trial unit hydrograph
**
Solution IV is the third trial unit hydrograph
The results in Table 508 show that only ~mall improvements a;re
achieved by the modified least squares technique. Though the summary
evaluation of the modified technique gives a comparatively poor impress-
ion of the capabilities of the method, examination of the full tabula-
tion of unit hydrograph errors contained in Table A.7 of Appendix A
does reveal a few cases of significant improvement. One case in part-
icular is the one illustrated in Figure 5010 (b) in which the oscillat-
ing first solution is improved considerably. In fact"the most signifi-
cant effect of the technique appears to be the ability to smooth out
such severe oscillations o This is also illustrated in Figures 5.10 (a)
and (c) though in these cases the improvement is much less dramatic.
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Newton and Vinyard (1967), who developed the technique, also described a
method which allowed the selective smoothing of the derived unit hydro~
graph by an ingen ious procedure which reduced the number of unknowns in
the problem. The necessary computer programme was developed and employed
successfully on some of the model responses. However, its application
involved considerable computer time and in the context of this study in
which the true unit hydrograph was known it was difficult to be entirely
objective about its use. For those reasons the technique has not been
included in this analysis though it appears to be a valuable tool for the
computation of unit hydrographs.
Gamma Distribution Unit Hydrographs
The unit hydrographs derived using the gamma distribution method
,
have been based on the catchment average rainfall. Figures 5.11 (a),
(b) and (c) illustrate the nature of the solutions obtained. As could
be expected the assumption of the gamma distribution forces the solution
to conform to a particular shape. At the same time it makes it imposs-
ibleto obtain a solution of the oscillating nature of many of the least
squares unit hydrographs o Table 5.9 provides the summary evaluation of
the gamma distribution method for the three catchments and is based on
moving storms 1-18 and stationary storms I, II and III.
TABLE 509
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPHS OBTAINED BY GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
Catchment % % % % %
Name Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
A 66.7 3303 0 0 0
B 3303 52.4 1403 . a 0
C 28.6 42.9 14.3 14.3 0
All, Catchments 42.9 42.9 9.5 4.7 0
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In Table 50 10 the errors associated with the gamma distribution
unit hydrographs are regrouped on the basis of storm speed and direction.
TABLE 50 10
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF GAMMA DISTRIBUTION UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
BASED ON STORM SPEED AND DIRECTION
Speed or % % % % %
Direction Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
3 mph 0 66.7 16.7 16.7 0
6 mph 66 07 1607 16.7 0 0
9 mph 66.7 33.3 0 0 0
s'tationary 33.3 66.7 0 0 0
downstream 22.2 4404 2202 11.1 0
upstream 6607 33.3 0 0 0
The coefficient of variation and the percentage error in peak of
the gamma distribution 'unit hydrographs are listed in Table A.7 of
Appendix Ao
Effects of Storm Extent, Velocity and Direction
Thecoeffioient of variation and percentage error in peak for
a~l the 'unit hydrograph derivations are tabulated in Table A.7 in
Appendix A. The error measures contained in that tableipdicate that
for moving stoms changes in storm extent have little effect on the
.'
accuracy of the derived unit hydrographo This is true for all bfthe
derivation techniques studied and for the gamma distribution method in
particular.
The responses of catchment C to the storms of higher velocity
(Le. stbrms20:':'3i) have been used to d-eriveunit hydrographs and the
evaluation of these solutions 'allows the effect of storm velocity to be "
considered over area'sonablerange of storm speeds. The summary evalua-
tion in Table 50 11 is based on the least squares, the modified least
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squares and the gamma distribution solutions for all the moving storms.
TABLE 5.11
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF CATCHMENT C UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
Storm Speed % % % % %
or Direction Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
3 mph 0 16.7 16.7 38.9 27.8
6 mph 16.7 0 50.0 33.3 0
9 mph 16.7 55.6 22.2 5.6 0
18 mph 16.7 83.3 0 0 0
27 mph 83.3 16.7 0 0 '0
downstream' 13.; 40.• 0 17.8 22.2 6.7
upstream 40.0 28.9 17.8 8.9 404
Ta:bl~5.11 illustrates the importance of storm speed 'and direction
on the identification process. The results obtained for all three catch-
ments for the 3, 6 and 9 mph storms are summarised in Table 5.12. This
table clearly shows the deterioration of the unit hydrograph solutions
with increasing 'size. This deterioration ·could be due, in part, to the
decrease in accuracy that results from larger sub-areas and hence greater
partial area runoff associated with the larger catchments. However, it
is un~ikely that this is the principal reason for the lower accuracy of
unit hydrograph solutions obtained for catchment B and catchment C. The
larger catchments have a greater time delaying effect on the rainfall
input and it is consistent with the other results obtained to expect
that it is this effect that is the most important cause of the deterior-
ation of unit hydrographsolutions illustrated in Table 5.12.
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TABLE 5.12
SUMMARY EVALUATION FOR MOVING STORMS
Catchm~nt % % % % %
Name Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
A 31.5 48.1 11.1 9.3 0
B 11.1 35.2 25.9 14.8 13.0
C 11.1 24.1 29.6 25.9 9.3
The high accuracy of the least squares technique in deriving
the -unit hydrograph for stationary storms is indicated in Table 5.6.
Comparable accuracy was also achieved by the other derivation tech-
niques. Both the moving and stationary storms had an average intensity
of 1 inch/hour and the spatial' ~ariation within the 'statiorlary storms
was of the same order as the variations which resulted from storm move-
ment. The fact that the unit hydrograph solutions are so much more
accurate for the stationary storm results indieates the importance of
the time relationship between rainfall and runoff when using the unit
hydrograph theorY4 This fact has been demonstrated by Laurenson and
O'Donnell who established that -:mit hydrograph derivation precedures
were particularly sensitive to errors in the synchronisation of rain-
fall and runoff records.
5.4 SUMMARY OF IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
-
A comparison of the results obtained in the previous sections
shows that the gamma distribution method provided more consistently
accurate estimates of the catchment unit hydrographs than the least
squares techniques exeept for the case of stationary storms. Though
all methods gave poorer results for slow moving storms the gamma method
was less affected by changes in storm speed than the least squares
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techniques. All the techniques studied performed worse when used in con-
junction with downstream-moving storms than with upstream-moving storms
and likewise increases in catchment size were associated 'with deteriora-
tion in the unit hydrographs obtained for all methods,
Figures 5.12 (a) - (f) contain plots of the unit hydrograph solu-
tions obtained by the three methods along with the true unit hydrograph
for six different moving storms. The graphs in Figures 5.12 show the
wide variati0n in the results obtained by the different methods. When
examined in conjunction with the percentage error in peak values
tabulated in Table A.7 of Appendix A the plotted unit hydrographs illus-
trate the way in which, with only a few exceptions, all techniques tend
to over-estimate the unit hydrograph peak for the case of downstream-
moving storms and under-estimate the peak for upstream-moving storms.
The error evaluations described in the previous sections have been
combined to provide an overall comparison of the unit hydroeraph identif-
ication techniques. In Table 5.13 the results for all catchments for
the moving storms number 1 to 18 and the stationary storms numbers I, II
and III are summarised.
TABLE 5.13
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Identification % % % % %
Procedure Excellent Very Good Good F'air Poor
, ./
I .~
Least Squares 11.1 30.2 19.0 20.6 19.0
Least Squares 11.1 46.0 27.0 6.3 9.5(Sub-area 3)
Modified 9.5 44.4 28.6 17.5 0Least Squares
Gamma 42.9 42.9 9.5 4.8 0Distribution
The summary presented in Table 5.13 clearly shows that· the gamma
distribution me'thGdhas provided the most consistent estimate of the
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catchment unithydrographs on the basis of the error evaluation adopted.
An alternative approach to the evaluation of the accuracy of unit hydro-
graphs involv~s the comparison of the actual catchment output with the
output reproduced using the derived unit hydrograph. In practice ,this
is often the only way in which a derived unit hydrograph can be evalu'-
-ated.because the "true" unit hyd.rograph is unknown.
All the derived unit hydrographs have been used to reproduce the
output from which they'werederived and the coefficient of variation has
been used to summarise the 'accuracy of the reproduced 'output. Since the
accuracy of the reproduced output hydrographs is consid:erably higher
than that of the derived unit hydrographs the error evaluation procedure
described above has not been used. Instead the results have been split
into groups based on the coefficient of variation.
The least squares procedure for unit hydrograph d~rivation can
pr0duce a unit hydrograph -which is in considerable error and-yet will
accurately reproduce the output from which is was derived. The least
squares unit hydrograph derived from the response of catchment C to
storm number 6 provides an illustrathm of this. This particular unit
hydrograph solution, which is plotted in Figure 5.12 (e), was 79.34%
too high in its estimate of the peak discharge and had a coefficient of
variation of 0,84. This combination of errors gives the unit hydro-
graph an evaluation of "fair" and. yet the r~produced outflow which the
unit hydrogra:ph produces is only 0.13% less than the true peak dis-
charge and has a coefficient of variation of 0.0042. The accuracy of
this reproduced outflow gives a false impression of the accuracy of
the unit hydrograph and in fact a visual inspection would be sufficient
for tbeunit hydrograph to be judged unsatisfactory. In order to
eliminate other' similar unit hydrographs only those evaltu3,ted as being
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"good" or better have been used in the summary of accuracy of reproduced
output. This division excludes the majority of the severely oscillating
unit hydrographs and eliminates the need to make a qualitative assess-
ment of the 252 different unit hydrographs involved.
In Table 5.14 the accuracy of the reproduced output produced by
the different Ul'lit hydrograph derivation techniques has been summarised
for the moving storms numbers 1 to 18 and 'stationary storms numbers I,
II and III,
TABLE 50 14
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF REPRODUCED OUTFLOW
(Derived from unit hydrographs eval'.lated as "good" or better)
Identification %CoVo %CoV. %CoV. %Co v. %c. V.
Procedure 0-0. 01. OoOl~Oo05 0,05-0.1 Ool~0.2 0.2-
Least Squares 67.7 25.8 6.5 0 0
Least Squares 97.7 0 0 2;3 0(Sub-area 3)
Modified 32,6 51.,2 14.0 0 2.3Least Squares
Gamma 0 9.8 17.6 47.1 25.5Distribution
TablB5.14 gives a radically different impression regarding the
success of the different unit hydrograph derivation procedures than
does Table 5.130 In this particular study prior knowledge of the true
unit hydrograph mqkes it possible to be confident of the validity of the
evaluation summarised in Table 5.130 Without that knowledge the only
'means of evaluation of the unit hydrographs would have been by the tech-
nique used to prepare Tabl~5014 and this would -have led to different
conclusions regarding the success of the different unit hydrograph
derivation techniques empL)yedo In a study of the linear synthesis of
urban runoff systems March and Eagleson (1965) found that the black box
unit hydrographs in 'every case reproduced the output of the 'event from
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which it was derived with less error than the unit hydrographs derived
from ,parametric synthesis, On the Basis of the results obtained in the
present study it is doubtful whether that criteria can be used to 'select
, L
unit hydrograph derivation techniques with muoh confidence,
March and Eagleson found that the unit hydrographsderived from
several storms on a single catchment displayed a considerable varia,ftion
in times of peak and in the 'size of the peak. This diversity was taken
as evidence that the catchment was non-linear with the qualification that
there might have been errors in the data, However Amorocho (1967) h~s
quoted these results as being one of many indications of catchment non-
linearity. It is frequently stated that observed variations of this
type provide evidence of catchment non-linearity and while this may be
true it is important that the qualification originally added by March and
Eagle'sonsh(!lUld 'tJeconsideredas a possible~explanation, The results
obtained in this study could quite easily bemis-interpreted as being an
indication of non-linear response, In fact all the variations in cal-
culated unit hydrographs in this study are due to spatial distribution
of the rainfall input, and this i 9 only \Ome Elf the many types of data
error which could be present in any study of catchment response.
5.5 APPLICATION OF DERIVED UNIT HYDROGRAPHS
The application of the unit hydrograph theory in situations in
which the rainfall distribution is not uniform has been justified if
the areal pattern of the storm to which the unit hydrograph is applied
is similar to the one from which it was derived (Fekete, 1954). The
unit hydrographs derived for the stationary storms have been used to
estimate the hydrographs for storms of similar patterns in order to
assess the correctness of the above proposition. Three additional
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stationary storms, Ia~ IIa and IlIa have been used in conjunction with
catchment A for this purpose. The response of catchment A to these storms
1
was first computed using the distributed linear catchment model. These
responses were then compared witq the estimates obtained "using the true
unit hydrograph and the unit hydrographscalculated from thestatiQnary
storm of' similar pattern. Storms la, IIa and IlIa were all of two hours
duration andqelivered the rainfall depths indicated in Table 5.15.
(Compare Table 3.4)
TABLE 5.15
ADDITIONAL STATIONARY STORMS
Storm Upstream Middle Downstream
Number Sub-area Sub-area Sub-area
(inches) . (inches) (inches)
,
Ia 2,5. 1.5 0.5
IIa 0,5 2,0 0.5
IlIa 0.5 1.5 2.5
In Figure 5.13 the 'resp0nse to storm Ia is plotted along with the two
estimates. In this case the esUmatebased on theunit"hydrograph
derived from the storm of similar pattern is more accurate than the one
using the true unit hydrograph and this was also true for the other two
storms. The results for the three storms are summarised in Table 5.16.
TABLE 5.16
ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH ESTIMATE OF RESPONSE TO DISTRIBUTED INPUT
Storm Estimate 1 * Estimate 2 **Number C. V. P. C. V. P.
Ia 0.30 10,44 0.08 .,.0.50
lIa 0.08 -0.35 0.04 -0.18
lIla, 0.30 -13.21 0.08 ';·j.30
J8J48 JO J2
TIME (hours)
Estimate based on true
unit hydrograph
·Estimate based 'on unit hydrograph
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Estimate 1 refers to the reproduced output based on the
catchment average rainfall and the true unit hydrograph.
Estimate 2 refers to the reproduced output based on the
catchment average rainfall and the least squares derived
unit hydrograph from the responses to storms I, II and III
respectively.
The comparison made in Table 5.16 shows quite clearly that the
unit hydrograph derived for a stationary storm 0f ~ particular pattern
wi:).l allow 'more-'accurate -estimate of the response to storm of 'similar
,',
pattern than the ~atchment true unit hydrograph.
Though an eqUivalent experiment has not been performed in con-
junction with moving storms some conclusions can he made about the
application of the unit hydrographs obtained. With only a few excep-
tionsall unit hydrograph derivation techniques have produced over-
estimates of the unit hydrograph peak for d'ownstream moving storms and
under-estimates for upward-moving storms. This tendency suggests that
the unit hydrographs obtained from 'moving storms could be applied to·
storms of the same direciion and 'comparable velocity. However a con-
sidera91e proportion of the least squares unit hydrographs displayed
large oscillations which would restrict the application of ~nit hydro-
graphs derived by that technique. The gamma method, on the other hand,
¥r~vided-stable'solutionswhich could be used-with mQre confidence.
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 SUMMARY
A simple distributed linear catchment model has been used to
simulate the response of a catchment to spatially distributed rainfall.
Both moving and stationary storms have been used to examine the
influence that the pattern of rainfall can exert on catchment resppnse,
The simulated catchment responses have been analysed by three differ-
ent unit hydrograph derivation technt~ues in order to assess the effect
of the spatial distribution of rainfall on the application of the unit
hydrograph theory in conjunction with a ll,l.mped representation of catch-
ment rainfall, The problem of deciding upon the lumped representation
of the distributed rainfall has been considered and the application of
unit hydrographs derived from responses to 'spatially distributed input
has been demonstrated.
6.2 CONCLUSIONS
The simulated reePonses to spatially distributed rainfallillus-
trate the effects that storm movement and-areal non-uniformity of rain-
fall can exert on catchment response. The model responses to the moving
storms compare well with the results obtained by laboratory and analyti-
cal studies of similar situations, Spatial distribution of the rainfall
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input has an effect on response which could be mistakenly taken as
evidence of non~linearity. The results demonstrate that the effect of
storm movement on catchment response is most significant for-slow storms
. ,
and large catchments.
The derived unit hydrographs have been assessed on the basis of
a two parameter error evaluation procedure. This procedure provides a
better basis for comparison of unit hydrographs than a single parameter
evaluation. The summary of errors obtained shows that the responses to
I
moving storms yielded less easily to the unit hydrograph derivationpro~
cedures than the responses to the stationary storms. All the unit
hydrograph derivation procedures become less successful as the storm
spe,edisdecreased and in every case the storms moving in the downstream
direction are associated with poorer unit hydrograph estimates than are
the cupstream":;moving storms. With Glnly a few exceptions all thederiva-
tion( 'procequlJe9 tend to over-'estimate the unithydrograllh peak for -the
. .
case of downstrea~-moving storms and under-estimate the peak for the
upstream storms. Increasing the catchment size increases the-effect of
the moving storms on the derived unit hydrographs though the extent of
the storms themselves has a negligible effect.
The examinati0n of alternative lump,ed representations of the
spatially distributed rainfall shows that significant improvements in
the derived }lnii hydr0graphs can be obtained for the case of :moving
storms. The use of the rainfall falling closest to the catchment out-
let as a oasis for the11.lmped representation provides a w0rthwhile im-
provemeni in unit hydrograph estimation when used in conjlinc'tion with
the least squares technique. The improvement achieved is most signif-
icant for the case of downstream-moving storms. The modified least
squares technique, which adjusts the first lumped representation of
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rainfall by an iterative procedure, provides comparatively smaller
improvement though it does eliminate some of the severe oscillations
which result from the application of the least squares analysis.
On the basis of the error evaluation procedure adopted the gamma
d-istribution method gives the most consistent overall estimate of the
unit hyd.rographs. However the least BquaX'es techniques are superior
for the case of stationary storms. JThough all derivation procedures p~~-
form worse as storm speed is reduced the gamma distribution method is
less affected than are the least squares techniques. The least squares
unit hydrographs give superior results when the derived. unit hydrographs
are re~eval1]a:ted on the basis of how well they -allow the reproducti-on C;)f
the pa-rticular outflow from which they were derived. Since this was
true for some very poor least squares unit hydregraphs iiis suggested
that a computed unit hydrograph should be -evaluated on its ability to
reproduce floods other than that from which it was derived.
The wide range of unit hydrographsolutionsobtained 'show that
spatially distributed rainfall, particularly when resulting from moving
storms, can result in the derivation of markedly different unit hydro-
graphs for different storms on the same catchmen~. This fact demonstrates
that spatial distribution of rainfall, not necessarily non-linearity of
catchment response, is a possible explanation of variation of computed
unit hydro graphs. The unit hydrographs obtained from the stationary
storms could be used with confidence to predict the catchment response
to storms of similar pattern. Less confid-ence can be placed on the unit
hydrographs derived from the moving storms.
6;3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The results obtained from this study must be interpreted with
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some caution when used to discuss the behaviour of natural catchments.
The distributed linear catchment model clearly shows the inadequacies of
the lumped representation of rainfall that is imposed by the applica-
tion of the unit hydrograph -theory. The subsequent analysis of the
model :responses also shows the relative sensitivity of the uTlit hydro-
graph techniques -to lumped representations of spatially distribute-d
rainfall, and the effects of storm parameters on the derivation proced-
ures. The simplicity CDf the assumption of linearity of catchment
response, thQugh of questionable validity, justifies a serious effort
being -made to retain the basic propositions -of unit hyd-rograph theory
in a more sophisticated model of catchment response. It would be
valuable to extend the present study to results obtained from natural
catchments in Qrder to assess the adequacy ofa general, linear,
distributed model of catchment response. Such a study could examine the
incidence of flood-producing storms of significant spatial non-uniform-
ity and compare the effectiveness of a distributed linear model and a
lumped -non-linear model,
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TABLE A.1
TABLE OF UNIT HYDROGRAPH ORDINATES FOR SUB-AREAS 1, 2 and 3
Time Sub-Area 1 Sub-Area 2
(hrs) (cusecs) (cusecs)
0 0 0
1 312 387
2 726 1355
3 479 1936
4 232 1568
5 109 1007
6 55 620
7 26 387
-/) 13 232
9 7 145
10 0 ",87
11 52
12 ':3'5
13 23
14 10
15 0
16
17
18
19
20
Sub-Area;
(cusecs)
o
392
1405
2695
3267
28~1
2156
.1470
1045
735
490
343
245
180
118
82
59
43
29
16
o
TABLE A.2
- -TABLE OF ORDINATES OF CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS g1' g2 and g3
Time '- -
(hrs) ~1 g2
0 0.43 0.185
1 0.32 0.276
2 0.18 0.257
3 0.07 0.175
4 0.077
5 0.025
6 0.005
7,
0.080
0; 177
0.231
0.220
0.155
0.085
0.036
0.012
0.003
0.001
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TABLE A.3
TABLE OF UNIT HYDROGRAPH ORDINATES FOR CATCHMENTS A, BAND C
(in cusecs) '"
Time
(hrs)
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3?
Catchment A
o
503.85
135~L 12
1342.06
1053.73
725.78
436.58
236.11
120.80
60.51
24.36
10.18
3.65
1.00
0.24
0.03
0.0
-Catchment B
o
'471.84
17ge.38
3038.51
3371.77
3270.63
2974.85
'2516.07-
1961. 76
1438.49
992.45
653.80
420.70
265.05
159.81
90.47
52.51
28.77
14.66
6.90
2.95
1.12
0.37
0.10
0.02
0.00
0.00
o
Catchment C
o
425.e7
1606.8e
3333.64
4655.20
5213.52
5358.79
5277.71
5082.40
4651.34
4027.89
3356.82
2687.54
2077.91
1542.61
1123.10
, 805.38
571.56
400.83
276.46
180.73
123.06
81.43
,51.93
31.80
18.59
10.29
5.33
2.55
1.11
0.44
0.16
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Note: 0.00 represents a number less than 0.0099
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TABLE A.4
PEAK DISCHARGES FOR MOVING STORMS
Storm Catchment A ~ \ Catchment B Catchment C
No. Q (cusecs) Q (cusecs) ~ (cusecs)p p
1 3795 11412 20298
, " 'I
2 5374 18470 35244
3 5796 21669 44236
4 2191 5922 10307
5 3839 11201 19860
6 4884 153~ 28202
7 1482 380b 6453
8 2778 7579 12720
9 3689 10841 18779
10 2767 6015 9312
11 4783 117&'3 18352
12 5616 17070 26890
13 1681 -381'9 6007
14 3163 75&6 11902
15 4360 112t4 17617
16 1218 2'(&1 4388
17 2318 5559 872}
18 3333 8223 12992
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TABLE A.5
PEAK DISCHARGES FOR STATIONARY STORMS
St0rm
No
I
II
III
Catchment A Catchment B Catcnment C
Q (cusecs) Q (cusecs): Q (6usecs)p p p
1287 9332 20783
2705 10117 22292
3001) 11079 23872
TABLE A.6
PEAK DISCHARGES FOR CATCHMENT C MOVING STORMS NUMBERS 20 TO 31
Storm (cusecs) Storm (cusecs)
No. Peak Discharge N0. Peak Discbar-ge
20 2943 21 8846
22 14552 23 2384
24 7179 25 11947
26 1909 27 5697
28 9557 29 1719
30 4940 31 8232
gamma
I
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TABLE A.7
ERRORS\OF UNIT HYDROGRAPH IDENTIFICATION
Solution I refers to unit hydrograph obtained by least squares analysis
in conjunction with averaged raInfall.
Solution II refers to unit hydrograph 0btained by least squares analysis
.. 'in conjunction with sub-area :3 rainfall.
Solution III refers to the adjusted first trial unit hydrograph obtained
using the modified least squares method.
Solution IV refers to the third trial.~odified least squares unit
hydrogra:ph.
Solution V referp to the unit hyd~ograUh ~btained ~y the
distribution method. ~"
(a) Coefficient 01 Variation
CATCHMENT it
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 0.983 0.620 0.835 0.597 0.358-
2 0.988 0.635 0.824 0.536 0.358
3 0.945 0.640 0.71)3 0.583 0.353
4 0.263 0.326 0.262 0.253 0.2007
5 0.260 0.322 0-.260 0.261 0.204
6 0.355 0.327 -0.317 0.245 0.206
7 0.245 0.228 0.233 0.243 0.167
8 0.248 0.230 0.240 0.242 0.175
9 0.244 0.229 0.2-)1- 0.258 0.172
10 0.951 0.51)9 0.892- 0.655 0.264
11 0.970 0.589 0.891 0.550 0.264-
12 1.020 0.590 0.901 0.442 0.264
13 0.259 0.323 0.258- 0.255 0.1&2
14 0.279 0.328 -0.279 0.279 0.179
15 0.397 0.324 0,392 0,308 0.179
16 6),245 0,228 0.246 0.247 0,152
17 0,247 0.228 0.247 0.235 0,157
18 0.243 0,228 Q-,245 0.256 0,155
", r' 0,245 0~245 0;245 0.245 0,290
1,11 0,049 0,049 0,049 0.049 0,140
III 0.245 0~245 0,245 0.245 0; 184
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(b) Percentage Error in Peak
CATCHMENT A
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 62.24 24.10 48.11 50.06 19.05
2 57.30 25.78 42.50 36.20 18.98
3 59.79 28.08 46.17 35.39 19.03
4 20.04 "0 16.31 19.135 19.413 8.19>
5 15.56 16.713 15,60 15,59 ~.03
6 12.96 16.50 9,32 15,78 8.21
7 16.15 10.89 14,66 15.29 4.40
8 16.91 10.04 15.138 16.09 5.24
9 15.59 11.57 13.92 16,66 5.00
10 9.27 -30.19 1.48 -15.20 -12.59
11 5.03 -30.10 -4.14 -6.95 -12.60
12 0.61 -30.11 -9.135 -14.36 -12.57
13 -6.26 -12.136 -6,05 -4.57 -7.07
14 -11. 32 -12.34 -11.28 -11.27 -6.83
15 -10.58 -12.60 -13.10 -12.28 -6.84
16 -1. 58 -9.09 -2.65 -2.34 -4.20
17 -0.93 -9.09 -1.61 -2.12 -4.86
18 -2.04 -9.09 -3.30 -0.89 -4.61
I - 5.25 - 5.25 -5.25 - 5.25 -3.27
II 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.52
III 18.63 18.63 18.63 18.63 2.70
CATCHMENT :B
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StQrm
Nilljjber
t
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
I
II
III
Solution
1
213.68
393.68
577.36
52.23
,50.82
51.91
23.94
49.21
21.04
50,.53
1175.00
1415.00
~7.77
-~.75
-7.79
-15.54
81.67
-13.35
-4.55
3.53
14.91
'Solution
II
84.51
1-23.32
16~.69
20.40
20.5}
- 20.45 -
16.2&
- 16.Zp ~
16~29
! -32.31
22.13
867.71
-23.87
,-2}.78
" "'~3~'3? I
-17.15
-17.16
-17.14-
-4~55
3~53
14.91
Solution
" 111
,43.91
-9.03
29.36
46.~2
48.22,
:45.'32
,23.73
-16.32
16./32
10.53
,13.44
, ,
36.~5
!
~11. i9
-18.22
-11. 73
-16.17
-24.00
-16.39
-4.5~
3.53
14.90
, Solu. tion
IV
70'.34
14.73
-16.17
44.56
" ' ,4~.7~,
, 46,,86
,24.47,
15.00
25.41
-4.64
-19.,.67, <
~23.0l:)
-12.85
-18.17
-12.30
-15.82
-17.43
-15.91
-4.54
3.52
14.93
-Solution
V
,I
46-.!78
46.7&
46.77
I
19-.82
l~h~l
19.80
, 13.50
13.53
13.52
-10.,B.,/?
~10.87
-10~87
-4.77
-4.78
-4.78
-2.58-
..,2.56
~-2. 57
/1.48-
6.43
11.89
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CATCHMENT C
St0rm . Soluti0n Solution- Solution Soluti<:ln S~lutiOh
Numbe~ I II III IV V
_.
1 463.56 86>.33 24.55 60.93 76.4')
2 226.9/5 107.61 76.94 44.42 76.17
3 223.50 40.60 76.10 19.38 75.75
4 78.60 -31.69 62.23 68.23 25}0,72
5 76.07 31.50 62.12 67.48 29'.72
6 79.34 35.6t3 70.94 62~67 -- 290~72
7 25.26 . 22,08 24.58 24~39 . 2Q.~·
8 34.94 21.41 10.84 24.05 20.~6
I
9 42.19 22.24 22.;0.7 23.27 20-.86
10 '75.10
-23.96 22.~O 30-.28 ~B~9-Q
11 33.23 2H.'t8 -2.41 9~65 ':'8'-91
12 87.80 19~H 24.02 -27.08 -8-; 96
13 25.24 -24.64 5.38 -1.47 -2.33
14 4.62
-24.-53 -2.30 -3.45 -2.33
15 5.79 -18.52 0.47 -2.71 -2.~J
16 -16.00 -17.37 -16.47 -16.56 -1.05
P 16.53 -!6.78 -20.59 -16.19 -LoLl-
18 4.99 .-176yfJ- -10.76 -16.49 Llil4
I 1.63 -1.6)- 1. 58 1.65 ~.. J5~
,II 7.99 8',(;lG 7.95 7.97 .11.61
I
III 19.45 19~46 19.42 19.42 15.79-
20 12.48 12.34 12.34 13.48
21 11.85 . :.- 11 .• 82 11.78 13.53
22 13.00 6.96 13.09 13.53
23 -10.28 -10.38 -10.39 4~73
24 -10.32 -10.27 -H>.23 4.-72
25 -0.22 -5.78 -10~70 4.72
26 7.54 '.' '"- .- .~'- 7~54 7-.54 10.8-9
27 8.. 30 - 8.22 8.22 11.59 _
28 8.52 8.49 8.47 11~75
29 -3.6i::l -3.6i::l -3.68 6.66
30 -7.36 -'1.42 -7.43 6.03
31 -7.59 -7.57 -'1.55 5.88
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TABLE A0 8
ERRORS IN REPRODUCED HYDROGRAPHS
\
NOTE: Solution numbers refer to the reproduced hydrographs based on
the unit hydrograpns d~sqribed in Table Ao?o
(a) Coefficient of Variation.
CATCHMENT A
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 0.004 0.008 0.199 0.023 0.124
2 0.009 0.005 0.187 00037 0.052
3 0.025 0.004 0 0 149 0.044 0-.037
4 0.002 . 0.001 60006 00007 0..146
5 0.001, 00GOo. 0.000 0.000· Q.094
6 0.002 0.002 0.072 0.018 0 . .056
7 0.010 0.007 0.033 0.037 0-.-156
8 O.QOl -0, 0~3 0 •.022 Cl,02L 0.119-
9 0.003 0.002 0.035 0.0.38 0.084
10 0.006 0.001 0.140 0.023 0.106
11 0.012 0.001 0.147 0.032 0.045
12 0.023 0.'002 0.150 0 0030 0.032
13 0.003 0.001 0.008 0.002 0.094
14 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 (). •.Ol54
15 0.003 0.002 0.062 0.033 a..De31
16 0.010 0.000 00028 0.029 0.105
17 00001 0.000· 0.017 0.013 O~O77
18 00003 0.000 0.030 0.021 0.051
I 0.000 0 0 000 0.000 0.000 0.045
II 0 0 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.075
III 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .. 000 0.142
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CATCHMENT B
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 0.094 0.015- 0.900 0.011 0.254-
2 0.047 0.014 1.287 0.016 0.133
3 0.316 0.134 0.920 0.136 0.077
4 0.007 0.002 0.086 0.075 0.182
5 0.012 0.002 0.031 0.070 0.144
6 0.004 0.001 0.100 0.065 0.106
7 0.002 0.,000 0.005 0.005 0.135
8 0.d46 0.000 0.943 0.001 0.120
9 0.0114 0.000 0.095 0.009 0.100
10 0.055 0.009 0.510 0.092 0.-267
11 0.053 0.048 1.289 0.248 0,,179
12 0.~54 0.384- 1.811 0.053 O,,1G9
13 0.006 8.000 0.079 0.044 0.211
I
14 0.018 0.001 0.,204 0.010 0.177
15 0.005 o•{tOO 0.088 0.023 0,,140
16 0.001 0.000 0.017 0.045 0,,166
17 0.049 0.000 1.119 0.000 0.153
18 0,.007 -0.000 0.083 0.005 0.134
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.061
II 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.025
III 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.084
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CATCHMENT C
Storm Solution Solutien Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 0,212 0.044 1,327 0,004 0.368
2 0.102 0,037 0,804 0.677 0.243
3 0.350 0.012 0.825 0,094 o.14J
4 0.022 0.002 0,213 0.106 0.214
5 0.044 0.002- - 0.212 0.024 0-.-190
6 0.004 0,007 0.110 0.056 0.156
7 0.003 0.000 0,012 0.014 0,133
8 0.044 0,004 0.443 0.007 0.125
9 0.085 O.OO} 0.256 0.003 O.H-2:
10 0.246 0.117 0.535 0.023 -- 0.-347
11 0.061 0.079 0.423 0,053 0,282
12 0,433 0,145 0,704 0.013 0.211
13 0.020 0.080 0.173 0,088 0.291
14 0.036 0,003 0.172 0.011 0.269
15 0.004 0.009 0.105 0.041 0.235
16 0.004 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.240
17 0.061 0.005 0.694 0,004 @.231
18 0.099 -0.002 0.243 0.002 0.216
I 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0 •.094
II 0.001 0.001- 0.000 0.000 0,035
III 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.065
20 0.001 -0.003 0.003 0.00-3
21 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.072
22 0.008 0.147 0.008 9.-062
23 0.001 0,003 0.003 O.l~
24 0,001 0.003 0.001 0.173
25 0.008 0,142 0.001 0.J62
26 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.068-
27 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.076
28 0.001 0.001 0,001 0.-066
29 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.131
30 0.000 0.002 0 0 002 0.155
31 0.001 0.002 OOlOOl 0.148
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CATCHMENT B
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 -3,00 0,29 -47,67 -0.22 -1},29
2 -1.90 0~46 -55.57 -0,67 -5,48
3 -5,38 3,37 -31.28 ~5,95 -0.41
4 -0,03 ~0.02 -3.58 -3.15 -6.82
0,36 \ .-2.96 .:.6.395 \1,°.07 -1.37
6 0.03 O,01 -4.31 -g,99 -5,34
7 0,00 0.00 -0,16 -0.13 -3.42 -
8 1.49 -0.00 -43.08 -0.02 -6.33
9 -0.17 O.-OJ -3.66 -0.04 -3~41
10 0.05 0.21 -25,84 -4.35 23.07
11
-1.39 -0.63 -33,07 -11. 38 15.31
12 -17.38 25,48 -8.92 -2.21 5.55
13 -0.06 -0.00 '-3.77 -1,88 16.69
14 0.52 0.10 -.9.92
-0" 52 -15.88-
,
15 0.26 -0,00 -4,03 -1.00 11.72
16 -0.01 0.00 -0.74 -1,96 13.a4
17 1.80 o.oa- -54.02 0,01 j,3,r44
18 0,13 0.02
-3.38 -0,27 10.82
I 0,01 0.01 0,00 0.01 4.65
II 0,01 0.01 0,00 0.00 1.72
III 0.00 0.01 0,00 0.01 -3.52
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CATCHMENT C
Storm Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution
Number I II III IV V
1 -7.06 0.61 -66,62 -0.10 -1&.49-
2 -3,86 -0.32 -39,35 -32,67 -lQ;99
3 -12~94 -0,51 -37.88 -4.16 -4~;}5
4 0,15 -0,00 -9.04 -4.46 -~.09-
5 -2.00 -0.11- - -9.76 -0.96 .,.8,65
6
-0.13 -0.00 .,.4.81 -2.49 --6.84
7 0.03 -0.00 -0,52 -0,61 -4.20
8 -~j36 0.-05 -18.98 -0.41 ~3.J6
9 2.45 o. -16 -12.05 -0,10 -4"39
10
-9.27 7.47 -2.0.34 -1.09 28--.74
11 -0,89 -),20 -25~63 -2,20 24. i3}
12 -25,22 ~9,?4
-31.15 -0.77 W- i 80
13 -0.35 ~o-. 00 -8,88 -4.02 za-.'29
14 -2,11 ~0.14
-8.59 -0.40 21-01'7
15 0,12 0,30 -4.91 -1,40 20r30
16 0.18 -0.01 -0,39 -0,39 -18.85
17 -3,30 0,11 -34,10 -0.13 19,27
18 4 p Ol 0.06 -11. 59 0.05 18-.09-
I 0,04 0, el} -0.00 0,01 "5.26
II 0,03 -0,0-3 -0.00 0.01 -2,78
III 0.02 0,02 -0.01 0.01 -{).89
20 0.01 -0.11 -0.11 - ).13
21
-0·100 --0.03 -0.03 1.44
22 0,19 - 5.17 0·.39 -1 ..91-
23 0,02 0.10 -0.10 1.6.20
24 -0,00 0.06 0.03 15.26
25 0,05 - 5.52 0.02 13.89
26 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 3.29
27 -0.00 -0.08 -0.07 .4~S4
28 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 3.G8
29 -0,00 0,00 0.00-:' . 9.'70
30 -0.02 -0.09 -0.09 13.79
31 -0,00 0,02 0,01 13.24
..-
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COMPUTER PROGRAMME
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The programme for this study was written in FORTRAN IV for the
IBM system/360. In addition the programme makes use of thePLOTTA
programmes developed at the University of Canterbury for the productfon
of punched output to provide graphical output on a CalcOIllPX-Y p!i:>tter.
Progralllme MAIN accepts the input data which :;;pecifies the
catchment characteristics and the rainflalll pattern. Tpe catchment true
u.ni t hydrograph , the actual outflow produced py the specified rainfall
~nd a single lumped reI>~epentation Qf tne rCj.infall areoalculated
pe~QX'e three differtent I1UPll:r:;9gra!Jlml;l~ ~re calleq.tq ideI1;tify the unit
. '. ,:' " -' '\'
'hydrograph by the tnree differentproced~res.
, I
Subprogralnme UNITI:Q.oomputes a unithydTograph by the least
::;q1,lares method and reproduces the 0utflow by conv,Olving the balcull3.ted
, I
unit hydrQgraph ~ith thy avel','ae;e rainfall. The computed unitl),yd·ro-
I 1
I ,
graph and the true 'uiJit hydrograph a;r-ecompared 'as are the true out-
flow and the reproduced outflow.
Subprogra.mIjle UNIT~ u~es the modif~ed least ~quares methqd to
calcul~tetheunit hydrograpq. Threl;l tr~al unit hyd,r<j)graphl:\are
eval~ated. Unlike UNITH1 thiq programme eliminates z.ero unit hydro-
graph 0rq.inatesand 'aq.juClts the '~;r:'4inate9 ~ftheool/iPlited lInit liYdro~
gr~ph sq that the area under the unit hyd!ogra~h ~epres~nts 1,lnit vq~ume
of runoff.
SUbprograrnl\le UNITH3 computes a unit hydrograph loy the galTlma
method using the rela,tiopship between the moments of :i.n:putand out]lut.
The l\lethop, 'prod'uces theinl:\tantaneousuni t hydrograph and th~, finn.e
period -unit hydrograph is computed by i-ntegrating bands of the
instantaneous unit hydrograph.
J
"Several smallersubprogrammes are a~~q used in conjunction with
the above programmes. Briefly these are as follows:
CONVOL
ERROR
ERASE
ARYA
MTMPY
MINV
BUILD
TRNML
,~
~)
)
)
Performs the convolution operation
Computes error evaluation parameters
Zeroes out arrays
Performs first orUBr int,egration
Perform matrix operations
135
PLOT )
) Plotting subroutines
SMOOTH ,)
"
"
The input variables'and format areexplail1ed in the programme
listi·ng. The sequence of operations within the vari0ussub-programmes
is explained by the comments statements included in the listing. The
sequence of operations within thecombinea programmes follows the 'form
of Figure 1.4.
C
C DISTRIBUTED LINEAR CAfCHMENT MODEL
C
C PROGRAM WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR IB~ 360/44
C STORAGE REQUIREMEr-..ITS ARE AfPROXIMATELY
C 83 K WITHOUT PLOTTING SUBROUTINES
C 97 K WITH PLOTTING SUBROUTINES
C
C INPUT DATA
C CARD ~NE FO~MAT 5A4
C A=CATCHMENT IDENTIFICATION
C CARD Twa FORMAT 512
. C Nl,N2,N3=NUMBER OF UNIT HYDROGkAPH ORDINAT~S FeR SUBAREAS 1~2,3
C K2,K3=NUMSE~OF CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTION ORDINATES
C FOLLOWING CARDS. CONTAINING UNIT HYOROGRAPHS AND CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
C HAVE FORMAT OF lOF8.3 ~
C UH1,UH2,UH3=VEtTORS OF UNIT HYDROGRAPHS FOR SUBAREAS 1,2,3
C G2,G3~VECTORS OF CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
C STORM bATA FIRSF CARD FORMAT I2,5A4
C IF NSTRM=O NEW CATCHMENT DATA IS READ
C NSTRM=STORM NUMBER
C C=STORM IDENTIFICATION
C .CARDTWO FORMAT 312
CM1,M2~M3=NUMBEROF RAINFALL ORDINATES FOR SUBAREAS 1,2,3
C FOLLOWING CARDS UF RAINFALL ORDINATES HAVE FORMAT lOF8.3·
C Fl,F2,F3=VECTORS 'OF RAINFALL FOR SUBAREAS 1,2,3,
C
C
c
c
C
DIMENSION flr60l,F2(60),F3(60),UH(60),Ql6d),RO(60)~UHl(60),UH2(b0)
DIMENSIO'" . UH3(60) ,G2(60),G3(60hGO(60'),B(60),IME(3)-~TlME(60),A(5)
DIME~SION C(S)
COMMON NPLOT.
INITIALIze·LABEl ARRAYS
NPLOT=Q
DO 33 L=~,3
33 IME(L)=L
0=1.0
0027 L=1,60
TIME(L)=D
'21 0=0+1.0
c
C READ CATCHMENT CHARATERISTICS
C
CALL ERASE(B,60)
CALL ERASE(GO,60l
'DO 12J=l,60
12 ,UH ( J ) =UH 3 (J ) ,
CALL CONVOL(UH2,G3,N~,K3,GO)
DO 13 J=1,60,
13 UHlJl=UH(J)+GO(J)
CALL ERASE(tO,60) ,
CALL CONVOL(UHl~G2,Nl,K2,GO)
N=Ni+K2-1
CALL CONVOL(GO,G3,N,K3~Bl
DO 14 J=1,60
14 UH(Jt=UH(J)+B(JJ
NU1=Nl+K2+K3-2
NU2='N2+K3-1
NU3=N3
NU=NUI
I'F (~U2.GT.,NU l NU=NU2
IF(NU3.GT.NUlNU=NU3
,c'
C INTEGRATE SUB-AREA UNIT HYDROGRAPH TO OBTAIN-AREAS
C
CALL ARYA(UH1,Nl,AREA1)
CALL ARYA(UH2,N2~AREA2}
CALL ARVA(UH3,N3,AREA3)
AREAT=AREA1+AREA2+AREA3
WRITE(6,38)(lME(L)~L=1,3)
MAXN=Nl
IF(~2.GT.MAXN)MAXN=N2
IF(N3.GT~MAXN)MAXN=N3
DO 39 L=l,MAXN
39 WRI TE(6 , 40 ) TiME( U ,UH1( L) ,UH2 ( L) ,.UH3 ( L) , G2 ( l ) , G3 ( L)
WRlTE(6,41)AREAl,AREA2,AREA3
C
C CALCULATE TOTAL CATCHME-NT OUTFLOW
C
C
C
C
CALL -ERASECB,60)
CALL ERASE(GO,60)
CALL CONVOLCF3~UH3,M3,N3,GO)
DO 3J=l,60
3 Q(J)=GO(J)
CALL ERASE(GO,60)
CALL CONVOL(F2,UH2,~2,N2,GO)
N=M2+N2-1
CALL CONVOL(GO,G3,N~K3,B)
DO 4 J=:,60
4 Q(J}=Q(J)+B(J)
CALL ERASECGO,60)" "; _
CALL CONVOL(Fl,UH1,Ml~Nl,G01
N=Ml+Nl-l
CALL ~RASE(B,60)
CALL CONVC1L(GO,G2,N,K2,B)
N=N+K2-1
"CALL- ERASE(GO,60»
tALL CONVOL(B,G3,N,K3,GQ)
DO 5J=1,60
5 ~(J»=Q(~)+GO(J)
NQ1=Ml+~1+K2+K3-3
NQ2=M2+N2+K3-2
NQ3=M3+N3-1
NQ=NQl
IF(NQ2.GT.NQJNQ=NQ2
IF(NQ3.GT.NQ)NQ=NQ3
"CALCtilATE AVERAGE HYETOGRAPH FOR CATCHMENT
CALL ERASE1RO,60)
00"22 l=l,MAXM
22 RO( L) =(Fl (L} *AREA1+F2 (t »*AREA2 +F3 (L »*AREA3ll AR EA-T
CALL UNlTH1(AREAT,RO,MAXM,UH,NU,Q,NQ,TIME)
CALL UNl TH2 (AREAT, RO, MAXM,UH, [\IU, Q, NQ, TIME)
CALL UNITH3~AREAT~RO,MAXM,UH,NU,Q,NQ,TIME)
..
GO TO 28
42 CALL EXIT·
1 FORMAT(Si2)
2 FORMATCIOF8.3)
6 FORMATCI2,.5A4)
7 FORMATCIIIIIIIIIIIHO,26HCALCULATED UNIT HYDROGRAPH)
31 FORMATCIH1,13HSTORM NUMBER ,I2,3X,SA4),
32 FORMATCIHO,20HSUB-AREA HYETOGRAPHS/IHO,3X,4HTIME,2X,~(2X,7HSUBAREA
lIZ))
34 FORMAT(SA4)
35 FO,RMATCIH1,.32HRAINFALL DISTRIBUTION SIMULATION/1HO,lOHCATCHMENT" ,5
1A4)
37 FORMATC1H ,F7.0,3Fll.3) .
38 FORMATC1HO,25HSUB-AREA UNIT HVDROGRAPHS,20X,24HSUB-AREA ROUTING_VE'
lCTORS/lHO,3X,4HTI~E;2X,3(2X,7HSUBAREA,I2)y5X,20HSUBAREA 2' SUBAREA
2 3) '. .
40 FORMAT{lHF7.0,3Fll.2.3X,2Fll~2)
41 FORMAT(lHO,7HSUBAREA,3j:l1.2111)
END
.......
,g
SUBROUTINE UNITHHAREAT, RO,MAXM,UH,Nl,O, NQ, TIME)
C
C . THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES UNIT HYDRDGRAPH BY LEAST SQUARES METHOD
C
DIMENSION RAINl60~601,RO(60),UHlbO),Q(60),PROO(60~60)
DIMENSION ROTQ(60),UCALCC60),QREPl60),TIME(bOJ
WR 1TE (6,7) . .
1 FORMAT(IIIIII~1111HO,32HUNIT HYOROGRAPH BY LEAST SQUARES)
NUa NQ-MAXM+l
CALL BUtLO(RO;MAXM~NQ,NU,RAINJ _
CALL TRNMLlNQ,NU,~AIN,NU,PROO,RAIN)
CALL.MINVlPROD,NU,KSING)
IFfKSING~EQ~l)GO TO 10
CALLER4SElROTQ,60)
00 100 L=l,NU-
DO 100 N:l,NQ .
100 ROTQCl)=ROTQCL}+RAINlN,L)*OCNl .
CALL MTMPY( PROD, ROTQ.UCALC,.NU,NU)
CALL MTMPYlRAIN,UCALC,QREP,NQ,NU)
'WRITEC6,Z4)(TIMECK),RO(K),UH(K),UCALC(K),Q(K),QREP(K),K=l,NQ)
WRITE(6,25) . . ' .
CALL ERROR(Q,QREP,NQ)
WRITE·(6,26)
'CALL' ERRORCUH,UCALC,NUJ
19 CALL PLOTlUCALC,NU,4)
RETURN. _ .
2ft, FORMATlIHO,5X,ft,HTIME,5X,1HAVERAGE,6X,bH'TRUE',6X,8HCOMPUTED,6X,1HO
lUTFlOW~5X,10HREPRODUCED/13X,10HHYETOGRAPH,3X,~HUNITGRAPH,4X,9HUNIT
2GRAPH,4X, lOHHYDROGRAPH"4X,, lOHHYDROGRAPH/1 l·F~.O, F11,;. 3·, 2F13.2, 2F14 .. 2
3))
25 FORMAT l IIIIHO,31HE RRORS· IN REPRO'DUCED HY DROG~APH)
26 FORMATlIIIIH,o.25HERRORSIN UNIT HYDROGRAPH)
END
C
C
C
CAllERAS~(RO,60)
RTOT=O.O
00 10 l=l,I
10.RTOT=RTOT+R(l)
J=N-I+l
KOUNT=O'
00 11 l=l,1
11 RO( LI =R (L)
. 22 KOUNT=KOUNT+l
IF(KOUNT.GT.3)GO TO 33
. C"All BUILDtRO,l,N,J,RAINI
CALL TRNMLtN,J,RAIN,~,PROO,RAIN)
CALL MINV(PROD,J,KSING)
IF(KSING.EQ.l~O)GO TO 33
CALL TRNMltN,J,Q,l,ROTQ,RAIN)
CALL MTMPY(PROO,ROTQ,U~J,J)
MAKEN~GATIVE'VAlUES OF 'UH EQUAL TO ZERO
DO 5.K=1,J
IF(U(Kl.LT.b.01U(K)=0.O
5 CONTINUE
U(1)=O.O
U( J) =0.·:)
c
C ADJUST UNIT HYDRO~RAPH ORDINATES TO GIVE UNI T VOLUME .OF RUNOFF
C
CALL ARYA(U,J.ARBA)
RATIO=AREA/ARBA
00 11 !<=l,J
11 U(K)=RATIO*U(K)
CALL MTMPY(RAIN,U,QBAR,N,J)
c
C APPLY CORRECTIONS TO HYETOGRAPH AND ADJUST ORDINATES TO.RETAIN VOLUME
C
DO 52 K=ltl
ROIK)=RO(K)+EIK)
IFIROIK).LT.Q.O)ROtK)=O.O
52 CONTINUE
RTAT=O';O
DO lll-Lal,I
111 RTAT~RTAT+RO(L)
tfir=~TOTIRTAT
PO 112 L=l,l
112 ~(L)=RQ(L)*RAT
GO TO- 2.2
33 CALL PlOTCu,J,4t
.....
.+:-
\"J'
32 RETURN
12 FORMATC'O',5HTRIAL,I~,2X,lH(,F5.3,lH»
42'FORMATCIHO,31HERRORS tN REPRODUCED HYDROGRAPH)
43 FORMATCIHO,25HERRORS IN UNIT HYOROGRAPHl
54 FORMATUHO,5X,4HTIME,5X,7HAVERAGE,oX,oH'TRUE',oX,8HCOMPUTED,6X,7HO
lUTFlOW,5X,lOHREPRODUCED,4X,lOHHYETOGRAPH/13X,lOHHYETOGRA.PH,3X,9HUN
2ITGRAPH,4X,9HUNITGRAPH,4X,lOHHYDROGRAPK,4X,lOHHYDROGRAPH,4X,lOHCO~
3RECTIONIICF9.0,F12.3,F12.2,F13.2,2F14.2,7XiF8.3»
END
SU8ROUTINE UNITH3(AREA,RO,MAXM,UH,NU,Q,NQ,TIME)
c
C . COMPUTE MOMENTS OF· RAINFAll EXCESS
C
SRO=O.O
Y01=0.0
YM2=O.0
NY2=NQ-2
0021 1=1,NYZ,2
TI=I
SRO=SRO+(4.0*Q(I~+2.0*Q(I+l))/3.0
Y01=~oi+f4.0.Q(I)*TI+2.0*Q(I+l)*(TI+l.O))/3.0
21 YM2=YM2+ C4.0*Q(I )*'y I **2+2.0*Q 0+1) *(TI+1. 0) **2) 13.0
Y01=YOI/SR6
YM2=YM2/SRO-YOl**2
·C
C COMPUTE PARAMETERS OF IUH .EQUATION
C
PN= (VOl-XOl l/P.K
WRITE(6.43)PK.PN
43'FORMATllHO,3HPK ,Fll.7,5X,3HPN ,FIZ.7l
C
C COMPUTE TUH (INTEGRATING BANDS OF THE IUH BV WeDDLE'S RULE)
C
34 D=PK**PN*GAMMA(PNl/0.3*6.0/SRO*PE
Bl~5.0/6.0
B2 a 2.0/3.0
84=1.0/3.0
65:..1.0/6.0
PN-PN-l.O
0030 I=l,NU
TI=l
A =(TI-l.O).**PN/EXP(lTl-1.0)/PK)&5.0*(TI-61l**PN/EXP({T!-B1J/PK)_
1 &(TI-B2)**PN/EXP((TI-~2)f9K)&6.0*(TI-0.5)**PN/EXP((TI-0.5t/PKl
2 &(TI-B4 1**PNI EXP ( (TI.:.B4) IPK-)~5.0*( TI-B5 )**PN/EXP( fT I-B5) IPK)
.~ &.lTI)**PN/EXP((TIJ/pkJ
30 UCALC(II=A/D
CALL CONVOlCRO,UCALC,MAXM,NU,QREPl
WRI TE· ( 6,24» ( T I ME ( K l ,RO (K l , UH ( K) , UC ALe ( K) , Q ( K ) , OREP( Kh K=1, NQ )
WR.ITEf6,25)
CALLERROR(O,QREP,NQ)
WRITEC6,26l.. .
CALL ERROR(UH,UCALC~NU)
CALL PLOT(UCALC,NU,4)
44 RETURN
24 FORMAT t'lHO,5X, 4HTI ME, SX, 7HAVERAGE, oX, bH 'TRUE' ,bX,' 8HCOMPUTED, bX ,1HO
lUTFLOW,5X,lOHREPRODUCED/13X,lOHHYETOGRAPH,3X,9HUNITGRAPH,4X,9HUNIT
2GRAPH,4X,lOHHYDROGRAPH,4X,lOHHYDR.OGRAPH/1(F9.0,Fll.3,'2F13.2,2F14.2
3))
25 FORMAT'( 1//1H~), 31HERRORSI N REPRODUCED HVDROGRAPH)
26 FORMA'(1111HO~Z5HERRORS t*UNIT HYDROGRAPHl
E~O
SU8RQUTINE'PLOT
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE CONVOLlF.V.N.L,GO)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVOLVES F WITH" TO FORM GO
C
DIMENSION F(l),VII),GOll)
Lft=l
MR=!
7 SUM=O.O
DO 11 JS=l,MR
JX=LR+I-JS
11 SUN=SUM+F(JS)*VIJX)
GOILR)=SUM
IFtLR-L-N)13,19,l9
13 LR=LR+1
MR=MR.+1
GO TO 7
1.9 RETURN
END.
SUBROUTINE ERRORIGD,GO.N)
c
C 'THIS SU8ROUTINE COMPUTES TH·ECOEFFICIENT OF VARIATiON - ERROR2,
C THE PERCENTAGEERROR'IN MAXIMUM ,ORDINATE - ERRORl
C THE PERCENTAGE ERROR IN TIME TO MAXIMUM - ERROR3
C BETWEEN THE TIME SERIES GO(ASSUMED TO BE CORRECT) AND GO
C
DIMENSION GOt(0),GO(bO)
SUMAN=O.
SU"'1=0.
DO ~7 J=l,N ,
SUMl=SUM1+(GO(Jl~GO(J)1**2
SUMAN=SUMAN+GO(JJ
27 CONTINUE
ERROR2=SQRT(SUMl*~J/SUMAN
GOMAX=O.O
~OHAX=O.O
00 26 J=l,N
IF(GOMAX.GT.GO(JllGO TO 25
GOMAX=GO(JJ
JGO=J.
25 IF(GOMAX.GT.GO(J))GO TO 26
GOMAX=GO (J) ,
-J-GO=J
26 CONTINUE
DIF=GOMAX-GOMAX
ERROR1=lOO.O*OIF/GOMAX
GOJ=JGO'
GDJ=JGD'
OIF=GOJ-GDJ
ERROR1=lOO.O*OIF/FlOAT(N)
WR I TE( 6.24) ERROR2, E--RROfH,-ERROR3
. 2it FORMAT-(lHO,22HCOEFFICIENT VARIATION ,F8-.411H',24HERROR 1:\1 PEAK DIS
lCHARGE ,F8.4/1H ,22HERROR IN TIME TO PEAK ,F8.4)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ARYA{U,J,A)
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS FIRST ORDER INTEGRATION
C
DIMENSION U(l)
B=O.O
M=J-l
DO 1 K=2,M
1 B=8+U(Kl
A=(U(l)+U(J»/2~O+B
RETURN
END
'~
V\
,0'
SUBROUTINE MTMPY(A,a,C,N,M)
C
C ntIS SUBROUTINE POST-MULTIPLIES MATRIX A BY VECTOR B TO FORM VECTOR C
·C
DIMENSION A(60,60),B(6DJ,C(60)
DO 1 1=1,60
1 C(I)=O.O
00 2 I=l,N
00 2 J=l,M
2 C(I)=C(I)&A(I~Jl*B~J)
REtUR'"
END
SU8ROUTINE MINV(PROO,N,KSING)
c
C THlS SUBROUTINE INVERTS MATRIX PROD BY JORDANIAN ELIMINATION
C
DIMENSION PROO(60,60)
DO 35 I=l,N
OIAG=PROO(I,I)
IF(OIAG)20,26,20
26 WRITE(6,25)
KSING=l
GO.TO 10
20 PROO(I,I)=l.O
DO 30 J=l,N
30 PROO(!,J)=PROD(I,J)/D1AG
DO 35 K=l,N
IF(K-I)27,35,27
27 DIAG=PROO(K,!)
PROO(K,I)=O.O
DO 24 J=l,N
24 PROD(K~J)=PROD(K,J)701AG*PROD(I,J)
35 CONTINUf
KSING=Q
10 RETURN
25"FORMAT(lHO,23HMATRIX PROD IS SINGULAR)
END
~.
.......
\Jl
N
SUBROUTINE BUILO(A,K,L,M,B)
c
C . THIS SUBROUTINE BUILDS UP MATRIX B FROM COLUMNS OF VECTOR A
'C
DIMENSION A(bO),B(60,60)
DO 1 1=1,60
DO 1 J=1.,60
1 BlI,J)=O.O
DO 2 J=l,M
DO 2 I=J., K
N=l&J-l
2 BHl,J)=A(I)
RETURN
END
. '
SUBROUTINE TRN~L(I~J,B,K,C,A)
C
C 'THIS SUAROUTINE PRE-MULTIPLIES MATRIX B BY MATRIX A TO fORM MATRIX C
C
DIMENSION A(60,60),B(60,60),C(60,60)
KlzK
IF(K.NE.l)Kl=60
DO 1 L=1,60
001 M=l,Kl
1 CtL,M)=O.O
DO 2 L=l,J
00 2 M=l,K
DO .2 N=l,I
2 C(L,M)=C(L,M)+AIN,L)*B(N,M)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PlOT(Y,N,NTOTJ
C
C 'THIS SUBROUTINE PREPARES PUNCHED-OUTPUT FOR CALtOMP PLOTTER
C
DIMENSION X(6,60),Y(bO),LABLY(3),NX(6),NMAX(b)
DiMENSioN YOUT(800)
COMMON NSTRM
DATA LABLX/'TIME'/
DATA lABLY/'DISCHARGE'/
NSTRM=NSTRM+l
I\IXCNSTRM)=N
00 1 J=l, N '
IF(YtJ).LT.O.O)Y(J)=O.O
1 X(NSTRM,~)=Y(J)
IF(NSTRM.LT.NTOTJGb TO 2
NU=O
XMAX=O.O
00 3 l=l,NTOT
N=NX (I )
IF(N.GT.NU)NU=N
00 3 .I~ltNTOT'
N~NX ( 1-)
IF(N.GT.NU)Nu=N
'003 'J=l.N
tF(XMAX.GT.~(I,J»GOTO 3'
XMAx=XCI,J) ,
3 CONTINUE
CALL AINITtl200)
CALL AORIG(O.lOO)
CALL AGRID(O,O,1,1,li69,827,~,1)
CA~L AORIG(280,300J '
MAX=l.O,*XMAX
INC=M4X/IOO/~*lOJ
NY=MAx/ I NC+'l
lYI"'C=50t)/~y
NAMP=700/NU
IF(~U.Gr.36)GO TU 9
IF (NU .,G-T .14) GO TQ 8
I\IS=Z*NU
XINC=FLOAT (I'U~MP) 12.0+0.5
IXINC=XINC
NAMP=Z*IX{NC
L=l
M=NU/L
GO· TO 10
8 NS=NU
IXINC=NAMP
L=2
M=NU/L+l
GO TO 10
9 NS=NU/2+1
{Xlt>JC=2*NAMP
L=4
M=NU/L+2
10 CALLAGRIDlO,O,NS,Ny,IXINt,IYINC,1,2)
IX=2*IXINC
CALL. ASCA(-45,-2Q,IX,J,O,L,M,1,2)
CALL AL4Bl300,-50,LABL~,4,2,2)
IF«N~-1).INC.GT.99~9)GO TO 6
CALL ASCAl-60~-5,O,IVINC,O,INC,Ny,l,2)
GO TO 7
6 INT=INC/IO
CALL ASCA(-65,~5,O,IYINC,O,INT,Ny,l,2)
CA LLAS CAl - 5 5 , - 5 , 0 , I.YINC, 0·, 0 , NY , 1 , 2 )
7 CALL ALlB(-60.150,LABLY,9,2,4)
YSCAL=lOO.O*FLOAT(INC)/FLOATlIYINC)
IXINT=l
DO .4 l=l,NTOT
N=NX(I)
DO 5 J=l,N
5 Y(J) =X'( I ,J) .
CALL S'MnOTH (Y, r-hYOUT, K, NAMP)
CALL'ALINEX(O,lXINT,YOUT,K,O.O,YSCAL)
4 CONTlNUE
CALL AE"JD
QSTRM=O.
2 ·R:::TURN .
. . END
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH(Y,N,YOUT,K,NAMP)
C
CTHIS SUBROUTINE PRDVIDES INTERPOLATED POINTS FOR SMOOTH CURVE FITTING
C BASEDON THE METHOD DESCRIBED BY AKIMA IN JORNAL ASSOC COMPUTING
C MACHINERY VOL 17 NO 4 OCTOBER 1970
C
DIMENSION Y(oO) ,YOUT(BOO) ,YXTND(b4),SLD-PE(63),GRAD(bO)
DAMP=l.O/FLOAT(NAMP)
MAMP=NAMP-l
YXTND(1)=6.0*Y(3)-8.0*Y(4)+3.0*Y(5)
VXT.ND (2) =3. o*y (3) - 3. O*V (4) +Y ( 5)
DO 1 J=l, N
LsJ+2
YXTNO(L)=Y(J)
1 CONTINUE
L=N+3
YXTNO(L)=Y(N~2)-3.0*Y(N-l)+3.0*Y(N)
L=N+4
YXTNOIL)=3.0*YIN-Z)-8.0*Y(N-l)+6.0*YCN) .
L=N+3
DO 2 .J=l, L
SLOPE(J)=YXTND(J+l)~YXTND(Jl
2 CONTINUE
·00 3 J=l,.N
SM1=SLOPE1J)
SM2=SlOPE(J+l)
SM3=SlOPE(J+2)
SM4=SLOPE(J+3)
IF(SM1.EQ.SM2.ANU.SM3.EQ.SM4)GO TO 4
DIF1=ABS(SM4-SM3)
DIF2=ABS(SM2-SM1.
GRAOtJ1=ISMZ*OIFl+SM3*0IF2)/(DIF1+DIF2)
GO TO ·3
4 GRAOIJ)=O.5·*(SM2+SM3)
3 CONTINUE
Nl=N:":i
iJ05 J=.l,Nl
.PO=YC J)
Pl=GRAD(J)
P2=3.0·fYfJ+l)~YfJ))-2.0*GRADfJ)-GRAD(J+l)
P3sGRAD(J)+GRAD(J+1)-2.0*(Y(J+l)~Y(J))
. I =NAMP* (J-l ) +1
YOUl( I )=Y (J)
DO b Mzl,MAMP
XINC=DAMP*FLOAT (M) _
1=1+1
YOUT(I)=PO+Pl*XINC+P2*XINC**2+P3*XINC**3
b CONTINUE.
5 CONTINUE
K=~AMP*N
YOUT(K)=YCN)
RETURN
END
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